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LETTER OJi' TRANSMITTAL 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BlJREAU OF EDUCATION' 

W a8hington, D. 0., July 10, 191£7~ 
SIR: The professional supervision of schools in rural commun:ties 

is a matter of growing interest and importance in the nation-w-ide 
efforts now being made for their improvement. Administrative 
supervision of rural schools, general in nature, is old; instructional 
supervision, special in nature, having as its direct aim the improve
ment of teaching techniques and the professional growth of teachers 
in service is new. Guidance in perfect:ng supervisory practice· is 
among the most essential of the v.arious needs of officials responsible 
for the efficiency of rural schools. This summary of the proceedings 
of a conference which I called at Raleigh, N. C., in December, 1926, 
at the request o£ a committee of State and county supervisors of the 
Southeastern States contains material which in my judgment is repre
sentative of the most progressive ideals and practices of supervisors 
jn this field of education. I believe it will be widely serviceable and 
of interest and inspiration to all workers in the field of rural educa
~ion. I i~ecommend its publication as a bulletin of the· Bureau of 
Education. 

JNO. J. TIGERT, 
0 ornmi8sione1·. 

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
v 



Introductory Statement 

This bulletin contains abstracts of addresses delivered at a two-day 
conference of State and county rural-school supervisors in the South
eastern States, called by the United States Commissioner of Educa
tion, at Raleigh, N. C., December 6 and 7, 1926. Abstracts were 
prepared from manuscripts submitted by the authors. In no case is 
the address reproduced in complete form. 

The second supervisory conference was called at the request of the 
first supervisory conference; held in Nashville in December, 1925, for 
the purpose of further developing certain phases . of supervision dis
cussed at that meeting, and to initiate additional measures for the 
improvement of supervision. 

The conference was attended by more than 100 rural educational 
workers,. most of whom are engaged in State and county supervision. 
The States represented were Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, North Caro
lina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, Tennessee, and . Virginia. 
The United States Bureau o~ Education was represented by two 
members of the staff of the division of rural education. 

The program presented at the conference was arranged to consider 
the four large problems indicated by the Roman numerals in. the 
table of contents; under each of these at least one major . paper or 
address was presented, followed by free discussion from the floor. 
The nature and . content of the program bear witness to the fact that 
supervisors have recently made considerable progress in bridging . the 
distance between modern educational theory and practice under actual 
schoolroom conditions. This progress, as recorded in the present bul
letin, has been ma!nly in three directions: (1) Adapting supervision 
to group differences among teachers and to conditions in larger rural 
schools whose principals are beginning to share supervisory responsi
bilities; (2) identifying rural supervision actively with modern 
research movements; (3) adjusting the curriculum in order better to 
fit the instruction offered in rural schools to the life and needs of 
rural children. 

VI 



RURAL SCHOOL SUPER VISION 

1~ Problems Concerned with Efficiency of Rural 
School Supervision 

Adaptation of Supervision to Group Differences among Teachers 

!SOBEL DAVIDSON 

Di.rector of EZementa;ry Education, Elizabeth:., N; J. 

The function of supervision is the improvement of instruction, the 
encouragement of good work, and the constant elimination of misap
plied energy. Expert supervision renders a service to the teacher, 
the pupils, and the community. It helps the teacher to a broader 
vision of teaching problems; it secures to the chndren increasingly 
better opportunities for normal growth; and it stimulates community 
interest 'by coordinating school and home activities in wholesome 
ways. 

The aim of the supervisor is to preserve and enlarge personality. 
She helps each teacher to gain control of teaching technique, desirable 
skills, and usable knowledge; and to form such habits of thinking, 
feeling, and doing as will result in desirable professional attitudes 
and appreciations. 

Oonstmetive supervision is a sho:red responsibility.-The supervisor 
and teacher are coworkers · on common problems. Each stimulates 
the other to best effort. Shared responsibility in the solution of 
such problems as the following contributes to individual progress of 
both: (1) Securing objective data which give insight into teachers' 
responsibilities along such lines as compilation and use of an age
grade census and ·attendance statistics, the use of results of standard 
tests, and determination pf the causes of failure in first-grade read
ing~ (2) Setting up standards for evaluating progress, and for 
the selection of subject matter, methods, and class organization. .(3) 
Evaluating various activities as they function from day to day, and 
as they affect standings entered upon . pupils' reports and teachers' 
self-rating . cards. 

1 



2 RURAL SOHOOL SUPERVISION 

Intelligent participation of teachers and supervisory officers in 
the solution of these problems is a distinct aid in the improvement of 
classroom instruction, upon which major supervisory emphasis should 
be placed. 

Ed''UICational philosophy as a guide in supervisory activities.-Our 
conception of supervision has grown through diagnosis of needs and 
an increasing appreciation of Dewey's educational philosophy as 
interpreted by Kilpatrick and others in terms o~ "whole-hearted, 
purposeful activity." A sound educational theory based on this 
philosophy is expressed in a number of books, but is not yet to any 
appreciable extent made over into reality. However, hopeful signs 
of a scientific attitude among supervisors and teachers and some 
attempts to apply modern educational philosophy to school situations 
are apparent. Our fundamental concern as supervisors should be to 
provide learning and teaching situations among teachers comparable 
to those which we believe should function in the classroom. By 
associating accuracy of performance with pleasurable undertaking, 
and by securing leatning situations in which problems naturally 
arise, solutions for which are found through cooperative effort, · we 
shall make progress. Intelligent participation is the keynote in the 
teacher's work with children and in the supervisor's work with 
teachers. The supervisor can not expect teachers to create a natural, 
reasonable social situation calling for pupil participation unless 
she also creates it in her contacts with teachers. The easier thing 
for the supervisor to do is to plan and assign the work and to build 
up docility, creating an intellectual coma and fixing habits of mental 
inertia in each teacher. The difficult (and right) thing to do is to 
organize the work and direct a train of th.ought so adroitly that 
certain goals or objectives grow out of an expressed need of the 
group, with the supervisor as a friendly assistant and guide working 
out plans of procedure for their accomplishment. Right application 
of educational theory, with less prescription and more participation, 
challenges teachers and supervisor to adopt the problem-solving atti
tude, to grow in the ability to purpose and plan, to evaluate subject 
matter and method at their true value, to take criticisms good-humor
edly, to give suggestions courteously, and to show consideration and 
respect for the opinions of others. 

Weaknesses inh.erent in customary; types of grouping teaeheros · for' 
8'Upervisory pui'poses.-As an aid in diagnosjs of teachers' needs and 
in enlisting their whole-hearted aetivity supervisors generally employ 
some method of sectioning teachers into groups. Doing this on such· 
bases as those of grades or subjects taught, size and location of school 

. buildings, or · geographical distribution · of schools, has long been 
common. The members of these teaching groups vary in professional 
zeal, in preparation, in experience, and in possible accomplishment. 
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The lecture method generally prevails, with some attempt to organize 
small, ·more homogeneous groups within the larger ones. Un
doubtedly, some types of work have been and may be well done ·under 
these circumst.ances. Moreover, the benefits . that come· to me1nbers 
through personal and professional relationships are con$iderable, 
apart from common interest in problems discussed. • There are weak- . 
ilesses;however, frequently associated with grouping along -such lines: 
(1) Supervisors touch some teachers with the glowing heat, while 
others sit out in the cold. (2) The instruction provided savor's :t}f 
mass teaching; it is difficult to provide .adequately for teacher partici
pation •or -for helping the mechanical teacher, the con1placent teacher, 
and · the beginning teacher, to grow to the fullness of their powers. 
(3) The results fail to satisfy the conscientious supervisor' who 
knows that~ could the latent power of any teacher be directed through 
·appropriate means, the return in satisfaction and skill would be Inore 
than a hundredfold. Another kind of organization must be adopted 
if supervision is to be well adapted to group differences among 
teachers. 

Advantages of lwmogeneous grouping over ·traditional types.
J ust • as the· study of individual differences among cHildren ·· has · re
~ulted· in better s~hool _ad:aptations to meet their needs arid in··homd

,geneous ·grouping affording better opportunity for growth ;of; the 
-Individual at his own pace, so .·a. study of individual differences 
among, teachers is leading to homogeneous grouping of . teacJiets oil 
lhe basis' of yariability in training and experience. A survey of · the 
'personnel 'iri ' any school system shows great variations aniong teach
- ~rs · ·m.: these respects. There . are inexperienced teachers without 
professibnal preparation, and those with such preparation; among 
~xperienced teachers we find some who have· failed· to develop much 
skill, or are rapidly losing skill once possessed; others who' have 
gairied considerable skill and are rapidly acquiring· more; arid in 
liddition; superior, experienced teachers who are ·'the ' joy 'of all 
friends and. officers of public education. In the following paragr·aphs 
the characteristics of these teaching groups are enumerated and •s'ome 
o.f the supervis~ry implications summarized. 

Yowiig teachers without profe$siona:l preparation.-In some of :our 
States young people who have just' graduated from high schools (and 
~ven1 some who ' have not) are ·permitted to begin teaching ·with ' iio 
further 'preparation. These teachers have the cart ,before .·the ·hode. 
They know . something . of ch1ldren, not much; . but th~y :know .· 'le8s 
thin nothing of the materials and methods of instruction. , Supet
visdrs to iv:hom unprepared and inexperienced teachers are assigned 
should :study them carefully and attempt to find a com:r:non meeting 
ground .for · helping them. . In some . instances they may be drgariized 
into groups under leadership of principal or silperior teacher, who 

54087-27-2 



4 RURAL SOHOOL SUPERVISION 

can help give the necessary background and training. -:The use of 
such a plan to supplement the usual supervisory -activities · is sug
. gested, but at best it is .a palliative. Situations of this. type should 
be prev.ented _through the raising · of certification requirements. 

Y ()'IJ!Iig . teachers with pofessional preparation.-T,he standard 
equipment of inexperienced, professionally prepared teachers may 
be thus summarized: They come to. the school system arm:ed with 
good habits of work, certain technical skills in lesson planning, -and 
in the teaching of such subjects as handwriting :and. silent and ;Oral 
readmg; definite standards by which to measure _ acco:m,plishment-- ~f 
children, of the teacl,ler, of housekeeping, and the like; desira,ble 
attitudes toward . work, associates, and childre:n; natural characteris
tics essential to succe$ in. teaching, _without the poss~ssion of :which 

. they would have b~e~· eliminated during the process of p~epar~tion. 
';rhe abilities just enumerated are _ essential, but much re1lla.i.ns for 

the. supervisor to do. It is her responsibility to help young normal
schoql graduates ( l) approach all teaching problems in a ~cientific 
spirit; (2) work intelligently to produce necessary changes_ i.i) chil
dren. _ By placing emphasis upon the teaching act _ rather than, .upon 
the teacher, t~e supervisor aims to free the young tea.cher_ from s.eU
C9D,sqious~ess; to lead ~er to. obser~e and study children in t~~ _ spl.rit 
of a laboratqry worker who holds test tubes in which _she has m,ixed 
iuim~n;: elem~nts and va:r;ious stim~li. Just the. right ' prop<>.~:"ti9il,of 
each. with just the right heat will produce the desire~ _result,"8-R, 

. the bond. -Sometimes the experime~t ~ill fail, the color wil~ ~e .gray 
w4en it _ should be all gold, or the. ~st tube _)yill be s.hatt~red _; 'b,p.t 
th2).t: showd not deter nor discourage the laboratory w9rker-:th~ 

. teacher-from trying again, for the formula is right. _ The super
visor assists these young teachers to .center attention where it should 
'be, on fulfilling the conditions of the experiment andon its outcome. 

T11,pes . of f!-rJJperienaed teachers and thejr needs.-(1) Experi~Drood 
teachers . w4o have never attained much skill or w4o. ~re rapidly 
.losing . the skill_ they . onpe possessed are a proplem. Jro~ sQm~ 1rea~on 
or' ()ther they have approached or . are rapidly approachipg a '" de.ad 
end,,; with little desire for . professional bpprovement . . In the ~ach-

. . - · ·- · . . . -·I 

. ing prof~ssion there ~re comparatively few leads to higher positi~ns, 
;a~inistrative or supervisory, while. tenure offers . safety withoij.t 
much _effort;-the.refore complacency _tengs .to-result-in a.. certafu · per
-~nt~ge of cases' . . Teach~rs of this type Alay be :roused _from _their 
le~h~_r:gy . througJ;l the . onward sweep of . all _the . oth~rs arid ·. througP. ·. a 
reawakened desire to keep up with the pro~sion. Participati<;>n in 
:Small groups, ·acceptance of specific responsibilities, and • recognition 
. of · definite . problems to be attacked by both 1;eacher . and · s.up~rvi_sor 
'\Vill . _ge¥.~rally arouse . the . pride of a teacher of this ·type ·and lead 
her to exert herself to the-limit of her ability. 
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(2) Many .experienced' teachers are rapidly acquiring more and 
more skill through learning to apply all that is best in their teaching 
experience to new situations. Their practice · challenges the truth 
of the view (until recently universally held) that all the teaching 
skill possible is achieved during the first four or five years of ex
perience, • for they are eager to . grow professionally as long as they 
teach. A supervisor's task includes that of inspiring teachers during 
their first few years i:ri the schoolroom to attain skill, to . desire ever 
more skill, and to work for its attainment. An important supervisory 
service is thus rendered in guiding all t~achers, so that the develop
ment of experience and skill will go hand in hand. it is safe to ·say 
that the percentage of ·developing experienced teachers in·.any school 
system bears a direct relation to the extent of the period during 
which supervision of a high order has obtained, and that the mainte
nance of the right attitude among teachers toward the necessity· of 
continuing their professional growth becomes a comparatively easy 
supervisory responsibility, provided they receive guidance of a high 
order during their earlier years of teaching. 

(3) . Teachers with five or six years of experience, whose devotipn 
to. the immediate task is unquestioned, often desire to specialize in 
some partlenlar field of education and exhibit an interest in trying 
to find the line of work to which they are best adapted. For su«h 
" explorers '' · (to ·quote Doctor Bamberger's · appropriate word), the 
sup~vvisor's task is to provide opportunities: (1) For discussing with 
them · p~rsonal and professional equipment, and (2) for spreading 
out ·before them the various fields .of educational service, such as rural; 
kindergarten, ·elementary, junior high school, measurements, super"" 
vision, and administration. There should be constant sharpening of 
purpose and of plans· for the future in order that a wise decision may 
be ·reached. 

(4} As ·a result of much native teaching ability, experience, and 
e~tended preparation, both preservice and in~ervice, some become 
master teachers. Do they need supervision~· Most assuredly. They 
deserve the satisfaction of approval of work well ·dorie·; they need, 
too, . to feel the • urge of experimentation, of testing new materials 
of · instruction and new · methods of work. Opportunity· should be 
provided· for creative work; for exercise of leadership, for service 
of many kinds. ·In addition, the supervisor, as a salesman of educa
tional ideals, should bring to the notice cif teachers generally .instances 
of outstanding teaching success among master teachers, thus tending 
to de\relop iri every teacher professional pride in the accomplishment 
of · colleagues, accompanied by confidence . that the work of . any 
teacher ·meriting special recognition will receive it. 

N eaessity •of following a personnel survey of t'he teaching· staff 
writli a suitable supe1•visory program~-Granting that :supervisory 
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practices, as a whole, should be based upon analytical knowledge of 
the characteristics of teachers siinilar to the personnel survey in
dicated above, let us consider some adaptations of supervision found 
useful in a particular situation; supplementing this with a brief 
cliscussi~n of two adaptations (provision for experimental work and 
for recognition of superior .. teachers) which the writer believ~s , are 
to play an increasingly large part in the future of supervision. 

';types of supervis-ion adapted to needs of young, prepared teach.
e1·s.-,ln Elizabeth, N. J., to illustrate from the school system for 
which the · writer has considerable supervisory responsibility, ·no 
beginning teachers . without preparation are employed. Their . need$ · 
will therefore receive no further consideration during the remainder 
of this discussion. 

The Elizabeth program is based on the theory . that a group of 
young prepared teachers, meeting frequently for demonstration teach7 

:ing, discussion, and counsel during their probationary period, ·under 
systematic; intelligent leadership, will grow more in confidence and· in 
power to do professional work if they are not subject to the restrain .. 
ing: influences of experien~ed teachers. Many difficulties have been 
prevented or -overcome in Elizabeth as a i'esult of the following 
preventive measures made use of over a period of two or three years 
by the superintendent, the supervisory staff, and principals: 

(1) Small meetings, in which .teachers under supervisory guidance 
are helped to find and use materials of instruction~ At these nleet
ings t~achers talk fre.ely and informally concerning such aspects· ,of 
the .situation confronting. tJ1em, as : Disciplinary· problems· w hieh have 
ari~en; social -and professional relationships in tenns of their bearing 
upon the work o:f superintendent, supervisors, principals, and teach
ers; and upon the · school system as a whole; · community problems 
known through personal contacts; and selection and use ' of· ;sehool 
equipment. Supervisory officers use the· opportunity presented to 
render help along all these lines and to secure the interest of teachers 
in first-hand study · of children and of general professional literature 
relating to childhood. 

(2)' The · meeting of s1nall teachm; ·groups, under · leaders chosen 
by the .members. ·These groups n1eet for such purposes as discussion 
and · evaluation of class teaching observed by the group, or of, data 
gleaned · fr0m books ; the exchange by teachers of reading units, 
lesson plans in reading, in history, and· the like. 

(3) .Paired teacher· activity, characterized by eooperation .between 
a teacher-leader and a teacher seeking help: The teacher-leader in 
each case helps her colleague to . use the particular techniqu~ ·eSsential 
to a specific application of the project method, or to discover the· 
procedure necessary to. the formation of a specific habit, ·or· to .the 
better use o:f an appreciation lesson, and the like. 
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Supervisiun adaptedJ to experie~cedJ teachers,-,-Differentiation of 
supervision for : experienced teachers .in Elizabeth functions chiefly 
through the use of · committees, case studies, · and cooperation in 
teacher training. In· the use of each of these, the needs and abilities 
of experienced teachers who have failed to make good, of those who 
o.re developing more and more skill, of explorers and of master 
teachers, are kept in mind, and each one is assisted to participate to 
the · extent of her powers, arid is made to feel the wort~ of her con
tribution. ··The aiin is to provide • as many opportunities as possible 
by means of which a greater proportion.of·teachers may develop into 
superior teachers, and · superior teachers .may continue · to ·· develop 
their p~t(mtialities. 

·Committees · organized under leadership of · teacher, .. principal, · or 
supervisor, may work on such a project as course of study construe ... 
tiori, ·.or the· ::further interpretation of the: course of study a~ it . re
lates to detailed subject matter· and method; They niay study any 
one phase of the 'activity of children :or of the school organization. 
'!'hey may. outline· essentials of sati:sfactory rating cards for · teachers; 
or report cards for 'pupils. . They Jl1ay plan demonstration teaching 
in .which the work is · done by volunteer superior teachers or 
principals. 

Tne,research work in local history~ carried on by Elizabeth• teachers 
under>committee management, has as its specific 'aiin the collecting of 
data ·for the: better· infurpretatimi of American life through a· deeper 
nndersftllndiilg'of tl:1e ·homelands from· which~ so many of the children's 
parents· have recently come, a type of historical ~research particularly 
appropriate in ·a:com:rnunity : coinpos~d ofirlany-recent emigrants~ · - . 

Supervisors';ifi other ·places may find' it advisable ·to have· history 
con1mittees ' un'dertake: research work . similar to that done · by -teachers 
in :J~altimore' Cou:ntyr !some· years ago; whq ·with their · pupils coliecte<i 
mutetials relating 'to local :·history. As one ,of ·the results .of: ~ this 
undertaking,' " Real ·stories from Baltimore· ·County · ~History '" :·was 
published as a cooperative ·piece :of work 6overing a period of five or 
six years, which aroused much interest and afforded considerable 
pl!Ofessiortal stimulation of -a 'high type . 

. We are·fi.nding that- the cbmmitt.ee 'Work o:f · teachers ~'along· the·above. 
and~ other .lines· has gr~at !inherent ;possibilities in ·super.vision. 

·ofiJ8e studies:"""-'-Case sttidies ~offer a' good. opportunity for tr:aining 
principals and teachers in observation, I hlnalysis, :and.' evaluatiOn o;f 
teaching). Through. the use of such studies,' assigned by the supervi
sor· j or ·self-assigned; principals:· W.ho··· are .without prepara6on< for 
supervision learn to· Clarify their-thinking, and i1npr0v:e ·their practice 
of 'the supervisory·. 31rt. U sefu.I: as are. ease .studies in i~nproving ~teaeh ~ 
jng,teehnique;; they are e:ven more valuaJble ;in improYin:g the technique 
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of supervision whether done by principal or general .supervisor of 
instruction. They put the problem· in an impersonal fashion before 
the teacher and the one supervising, thus tending to develop a scien
tific ·attitude. · Careful investigators in law and medicine have long 
used the case method. We are finding it equally valuable in 
education. 

Superior teaehers as trmining . teachers.-Certain teachers·: in: the 
Elizabeth city school system act as training teachers in connection 
with the State normal school. They have special meetings .with 
supervisors for discussion of training problems and :are released from 
classrooms to. spend from a day to three or more days at the normal 
school. For discussion of common problems sniall groups of teachers 
are organized in school buildings having -two. or more training 
teachers. 

In several places where it is not now done, superior teachers might 
render a similar service · in the preparation of prospective' teachers. 
The teaching corps of· any commlinity rendering the service ·would 
gain in return, through. close contacts with .. young- student ,teachers 
and with the best that the teacher-pr~paring institutions have to offer. 

An adaptation of the above plan, useful in counties remote from as 
well as those adjacent to State normal schools, is one. in: ·which 
arrangements are made at regular intervals for. a . . teacher to· · leave 
her own class in .charge~ of · a pupil teacher in. order to ivisit the: class 
of a coworker in the ·same building for observati'Oh of.a ·unit of 'work. 
This type of paired-teacher activity should prove helpful . wherever 
pupils are trained, through daily participation i:r{ group activities,- to 

· conduct class work for short 12eriods, iD:dep.endent. of· the· · regul~r 
teacher; and teachers are helped to select t4e recitations which will 
tend to stimulate greater skill on their part. In Elizabeth--classroom 
activities proceed as usual; even while the principal holds :a short 
meeting with classroom-teachers. · Cooperative e:ff~rt between strong 
teachers on · the one hand and inexperienced, ·or complacent, or dis.,. 
couraged experienced teachers on the other aids .in the sohJti()n · :of 
many ~problems. 

Ewperi'ITI£ntal work.-Attention is invited to two supervisory ac
.tivities destined to affect favorably the · ·future of supervision:· Ex
perimental work, and recognition· of : teaching excellence. Experi
mental work by superior teachers, whose interest iri children and the 
learning process. warrants the expense of materials, time; and money 
involved, should be undertaken in each school system, thus pro., 
viding oppor.tunity for teachers who feel the: challenge of unsolved 
problems. Some experimental' work 'in ·a particular grade or sub
ject, or with a particular group of . children, is possible practically 
everywhere. Experimental schools under 'private a:uspices :ha'Ve -long 
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.pointed the way. Their success in ,stimulating an open-minded, alert, 
problem-solving attitude among teachers, challenges county and other 
large rural systems . to undertake something of the kind as a means 
of growth for experienced, superior teachers, and as an outlet for 
their · creative energy. ·such ·schools would -also prove extr~mely 
valuable to the inexperienced teachers, who would . thus have an 
opportunity to gain a more in~elligent comprehension of the ap
plication of modern educational theory. 

All should be alert -ito recognize superior teachers.-In addition 
to developing qualities of leadership in superior teachers, recognition 
sho:uld -be accorded them. Among the forms such recognition may 
take are the following : Honorary rewards, expressed in terms of 
appreciation of wor.k by students, citizens, or fellow workers; eco
nomic rewards, characterized by additional bonuses to annual salary 
increments, and the like; professional rewards, such as the granting 
of opportunities to attend conventions, to visit other school ~stems, 

. or to serve on committees as representatives of schools; recreational 
rewards~ in which -occasional leaves of absence with full pay, or a 
·sabbatical year· w~th half pay, allow the teacher to return to the 
school :system after · an· extended· period of absence with · reawakened 
·enthusiasm, ·incr_eased physical vigor, and a·_ broader •perspective. · 

Simwnary.~Group differences 1among ·teachers are thus seen to be 
more adequately met through an organized plan of cooperative 
supervisioh' in which superintendent, 'supel'visor, principal, superior 
teachers, -other -experienced teachers of varying grades_ of ability, 
and beginri.ing teachers all have a part. The Dewey educational 
philosophy, homogeneous teacher grouping, self.:-organized group 
·activities, exchange service, committee work, case studies, -and ex
perimental wotk are among the factors i:ri the process. Cooperative 
supervision aims at individual progress as a goal, to be attained 
through the· sharing of responsibilities. · It does not mean that the 
supervisor is to abdicate his place, and the teacher is to .run- her 
own little nook just to suit herself. It means that every educational 
worker' concerned is -to be held to account for better quality ·of 
work~ It·mea]:ls more and closer supervision than ever before, but of 
a kind which will be desired by the teacher as a means of growth, 
due to the ,fact that she ·is regarded as a coworker in the great task 
o:f • iinproving• instruction. 
• 'We >have taken. long strides· in the past 20 years toward mak
ing· teaching a profession, but we need to keep in mind some of the 
characteristics of a true profession. Freedom and growth are two of 
them. Every member has a voice and an opportunity to make an 
·individual contribution, however great or small it may be, to the 
sum 'total of the truth lffiown to the profession. In proportion as it 
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helps to promote the attainment of such professional characteristics, 
supervision will continue to vitalize the teaching body and to make 
good its claims. 

Adaptation of Supervision to the Needs of Superior Exp~rienced 
Teachers 

MILDRED ENGLIS'H 

Assistant Superintendent, Raleigh, N. d. 

(In discussing the adaptation of supervision to the needs of superior ex
perienced teachers, the speaker gave -n summary of repOrts from supervisors 
in various Southeastern States, in response to a letter sent out -by the Com
missioner of Education; followed by au account of the work carried on in 
Raleigh to develop potentialities of superior teachers.) 

Means Employed hy Supervisors in the Southeastern Stales to I mprooe Their 
Best Teachers 

The following summary of report~ made by the supervisors ( 10 
in all), classifies under _ 6 heads the 1neans used to_ capitalize the 
potentialities of superior teachers : Standardized . tests, curriculum 
revision,_ c}e1nonstration teaching exer~ises, participation in teachers' 
meetings, committee work, professional reading, and miscellaneous. 
The nature of the achievement along each _ of these six lines is 
indicated below: 

Standa:rdized testls.-In_ county-wide use of standardized tests, 
superior teachers participated to a greater ~xtent than other te.achers 
in the administration and tabulation of results of testing and in the 
:formulation of re1nedial measutes. 

Ou'rr'iculu-nu. rev·is-ion..-A few teachers worked out a progran1 of 
free activities; others taught one subject throughout. the year wholly 
by the problem method. Fellow teachers became acquainted with 
these procedures · through the visit~tion of classrooms in which these 
newer types of. work could ~ .observed . 

. D&rnonstratior~r teaching . emerai8es.-Demonstration class exercises 
were taught by superior teachers, observed by the teaching body, dis
cussed by th~ teacher obs~rvers, and used to stimulate a liigher 
standard of clas~ work. · 

Participation in te(J)(Jhe'J's' meeti~~gs.-Superior teachers, selected to 
discuss certain topics assigned by the supervisor because of procedures 
observed--in their classrooms, participated actively in t~achers' meet
ings. Such participation was substituted in part· for the customary 
lectures by . professional lecturers. 

0 omrnJittee work.-Committees formed of superior teachers ( 1) 
worked on improvement in teaching one or two subjects; (2) listed 
types of errors found in tests. Supervisot'S distributed results ln 
1nimeographed· form to the general body of teachers. 
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Pf.ofesSional reading . ..:_Jn some counties supervi~ors placed their 
own · professional books at the disposal of superior teachers. They 
advised further study with definite aims, and recommended: Summer 
school ·attendance, helping teachers to select courses adapted to their 
Iteeds, and enrollment in extension courses or correspondence· work 
offered by State teachers colleges for this purpose. 

MiscellaneOW8.---Among. several other means used by supervisors 
were the following: (1) Collecting and distributing to the general 
teaching body mimeographed copies of illustrations of excellent pro- . 
cedures observed by supervisors in classrooms, such as those con
nected with lesson assignments or drill devices, and lesson plans; 
(2) designating rooms of superior teachers as those in which teachers 
generally would be able to see good work; (3) listing . outstanding 
qualities of superior teachers and recommending their promotion to 
better posi~ions; ( 4) requesting that superior teachers be · given a 
day for visitation in schools outside the county; ( 5) assigning such 
teachers some responsibility for the selection of library books .and 
supplementary readers; ( 6) and suggesting that they put on pageants 
necessitating above-average leadership ability on the part of the one 
asked to assume responsibility. 

Raleigh Supervisory Program 

The assistant superintendent in charge of elementary instruction 
and the elementary principals of the city of Raleigh are responsible 
:for the supervisory program. 

The results of a time-distribution study, made by the Raleigh· ele
mentary principals in the spring of 1925, emphasize the following: 
Supervision is the chief function of a principal; he should; therefore, 
:fi.Ild time for it and should initiate and carry on a definite program 
for improving instruction in the school building of which he is 
the head. 

· Our principals accept this responsibility. They are free to call 
on the assistant superintendent for aid in case of need, and thus are 
able to meet specific teaching problems more easily, and to keep their 
schools in line with the policies and standards adopted for the system 
with their cooperation at the bimonthly meeting of supervi.sor 
and principals. The growth of .our superior teachers professionally 
during the past year is due in great measure to the cooperation given 
the supervisor by the p~incipals in the· use of the following as means 
~or · such growth: Visitation of classrooms followed by conferences; 
raising standards of class work through use of key teachers; initiat
ing, carrying on, and recording activity and project w.ork; formation 
of an elementary education council; appointment of committees and 
a~signment of work to them; and organization arid use of a profes
sional library. 

54087-27-3 
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Visitation of classrooms.-The supervisor on arriving at the school 
learns from the principal what help he has been able to give teachers, 
the names of teachers who have requested any particular help, and of 
those who need help irrespective of whether or not they have ,;re
quested it. Following this conference principal and supervisor visit 
the clasilroom together. A conference follows between each teacher 
visited and the supervisor. Before ·leaving the building supervisor 
and principal talk over class work observed and individual con
ferences held. 

Ru:ising standards of class wfJrk through use of key teaehers.-A 
supervisory program succeeds to the extent that it enlists the en
thusiastic support of the teachers. This support depends in part on 
giving representatives of the teaching body a share in the formation 
of the program. These representatives in Raleigh are designated as 
"key teachers." A key teacher is assigned to each school and en
couraged to use her own initiative, to leave th,e beaten path through 
recognizing a definite problem and working to solve it, carrying out 
an experiment, or doing creative work of some kind. 

Such a teacher, trained to see the possibilitieS of free activities, of 
projects, and large units of work generally, can do much to bring 
about a new· viewpoint on the part of other teachers not prepared 
along nwdern lines. At first the key teacher goes ahead quietly and 
no special attention is called to what she is doing. Pupils in rooms 
in which work of the conventional type is carried on, hearing of 
the new-type activities, ask their teachers to allow thmn to engage 
in similar projects. Soon a courageous teacher, feeling the need of 
informing herself, asks the key teacher about the projects attracting 
so much attention. She is told that the pupils will be glad to give 
the information. Following the recital by the pupils, the key teacher 
suggests lists of helpful reference materials and offers to assist the 
teacher asking aid to initiate a project and carry it forward to com
pletion. The leaven has begun to work. 

The supervisor guides and helps key teachers and pupils to find 
and collect materials and to plan excursions growing out of the 
activities. She keeps key teachers informed of developments along 
lines in which they are working through preparation of bibliogra
phies as needed, and the like. 

Activit']/~ mnd project wo'r'k.-Under the direction of Dr. Thomas 
Alexander, of Teachers College, a group of teachers and principals 
cooperating with the supervisor worked out a form for recording 
outcomes of activities or projects. This form ·serves as a guide. to 
teachers working along this line for the first time. It calls for (1) 
initial indication and interest; (2) materials employed; (3) devel
opment; (4) outcomes in skills, knowledges, ,ideals, attitudes and 
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habits, and in· the various school subjects; and (5) other projects 
growing out of the activity. 

F o1"'77h.atiina mnd_ 1lJork of council.-The elementary educational 
council, organized so that all teachers might keep in touch with the 
activity and project wo1·k going on in the system, ·was formed as a 
result of the interest of the primary teachers. The council soon 
included the entire elementary teaching force upon the request of. the 
up·per grade :teachers, who desired to keep informed as to the work 
done, in-the early grades so as to utilize it to· the best advantage. 

The· council publishes a mimeographed bimonthly bulletin. Each 
isslle' ' reports briefly the various activities going on in the different 
fjchools and gives a detailed account of one or more activities or 
projects; A teacher-reporter in each school collects news, .pers1,1ades 
teachers - to write : up activities, and sends in the material to the 
executive ' board composed of officers whose members pass on _ the 
material and send :that selected for publication to the . superyisor, 
who 'assembles and edits the 1naterial for mimeographing. Theexecu
tiv.e board .. assembles the bulletin when completed and di~tributes it 
1:o the schools . 
. :The first yearbook of the Raleigh . Teachers' Council is ready 

for distribution. It contains a 39-page bibliography of activities 
and projects by grades in the books and materials in the teachers.' 
professional library, with definite page reference to save time of 
individual teachers in looking up any of the various activities. 

The council has recently enlarged its work through the appoint-
ment of several committees. Some of the studies undertaken by 
them are : Type of report given . to primary children, with sugges
tions for improving on the present 'system; results obtained through 
ad1ninistration of E)tandardized· tests in reading and problem solving 
and through application of . appropriate remedial measures; a sug-:
gestive list of activities for each elementary-school grade; a report 
of -first ·steps in curriculum revision. The work in curriculum re.
vision, carried on under the direction of Dr. Thomas Alexander, who 
has met with the curriculum committees several times, is of especial 
interest. During the first year teachers: read widely in order to 
become acquainted with progress in curriculum revision to date. 
This reading created a desire to participate in the study. Last year 
the different curriculum committees formulated objectives in the 
various :school subjects. This year the committees selected specific 
units of subject matter to be taught in each grade, and made sugges
tions as to . materials, methods, and correlations to be used. 
·- Membership of •teachers on committees is -voluntar:y, each teacher1 
selecting a committee on which she wishes to work. · Superior teach
ers naturally assume leadership, but participation in committe,e -serv-
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ice has been widespread a1nong the teaching body, and has resulte.d 
in increased interest in. the reading of professional literature and in 
the newer type of school organization. 
o~rganization ol (.~ professional library.-A small, professional 

library, open daily for the .use of curriculum and other cormnittees, 
has been provided at the high-school building and is used. by teachers 
every afternoon in the week. As 1nany as 20 teachers often use th~ 
library on Monday afternoon, as the supervisor is at hand at th~t 
time to assist them in finding articles of special interest. A monthly 
mimeographed list of titles of current 1nagazine articles, .selected by 
the supervisor for the use of teachers, is posted in each school build
ing and serves as a guide. 

Other rneaJn.8 employetl.-Of ma.ny other means employed, mention 
n1ay be made of encouraging teachers to write for publication and to 
attend sun~mer schools; and asking them to test and evaluate new 
textbooks before their introduction into the school .system. 

SuYlll}mary.-The thought underlying all this work is that of mak~ 
ing leaders of superior teachets along definite ·lines of thought and 
experiment. By assisting them to discover new paths to success and 
to cooperate in research work our superior teachers have bec01ne 
essential factors in . the improvement of elementary teaching u1 
Raleigh. 

I nierdependence of Principal and Supervisor 

P AULINID O'ROURKE 

.Rural School Euper·visor, Mobile Oounty, Ala. 

Present-day rural-educational leaders are agreed as to the follow~ 
ing: (1) The elementary principal should be a professional leader 
with administration and supervision,- not teaching, as his chief re
sponsibility; (2) the emergence of the principal as such a leader 
does not eliminate the need for general supervisors ; ( 3) close co
operation between principals and supervisors is necessary to avoid 
. waste and duplication of effort. 

This paper is written in agreement with the point of view just 
expressed. The writer believes there is great need of attaining a 
clear view ·of the issues involved in the necessary adj ustlnent of the 
work of . supervisors and principab3, and that to further this need a 
brief resume of the studies already made in the field and a report 
of the first-hand study recently carried on should be of assistance 
to all interested in bringing about conditions favorable to: (1) Ef .. 
ficiency on ·the part of supervisors aud principals in their respective 
fields; and (2) full cooperation between principals and supervisor-s, 

A .b1ief summary of pTeBent oonditions.-As supervisors are late 
entrants in the rural-school field and principals relieved of teaching 
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are still n1ore recent, studies made du:l'ing the _past . 10 years have 
been chie.fly in relation to v.illage and .city-school conditions . .. How-: 
E3yer, conditions described are f)imilar to thm:e at present. ohtaini~1g 
in f1l,l',al s~h-ools, and m~y be CQ~sidered typical of then1,., . Conclusions 
deduced from studies undertaken are.: (1) A. gap exists between edu
cational theory and present practices in ·many places in relation · to 
tll.e dut,ie$ 9£ p~incipals. ; Theory would assign supervision. as .a; prin
cipal's chief function. .In practi~e his duties are chiefly administra
tive. in ' the absence of tea.ching require·lllents; (2) supervisors a)ld 
principals have, to·date, done little to· determine the limitations and 
intert;ela;tions of their respective fields; {3) superintendents, teachers, 
school, boa:r:d :Iilembers; supervisors, and tbe general public frequently 
a,ttach little importance to the duties-of principals. 

If we accept the statements above as a fonnulatioil of opinion · So 
far expressed, .it is safe to say that principals relieved of teaching 
~·hould share with supervisors the responsibilities along supervisory 
1i:pes . 
. ·N;atu1'e of ilnvestig(Jfti01'b conducted by writer.-To obtain .a cleM' 

v.iew of present practices among_ principals and supervisors in th~ 
ru~·al-school field, a questionnaire was sent to 300 principals. anci 
supervisors scattered throughout the Southeastern and. other States, 
ask:ng them: (1) To name types .of activities occupying theh~ time; 
{2) to name ways in which the principal helps the supervisor; . (3) 
to name ways in which the supervisor helps t;,he pTincipal; (4) to 
make . a list of additional suggestions for principal-sup_ervisor co
operation. Fifty-nine repEes were received-32 from principal~, 
27 from ~upervi.sor~. They may be thus summarized : . 
. ·: (l) ]:n na1ning types of activities .which engage their time pr~ncj~ 
p~l~ . ~d sup~~·vis_o:rs indi~ate that _they _do many of the same things~ 
i.:Q,clwling the . following: · Administrative duties, . demonstrativ~ 
'te~~hmg.-~~ercises, obs~rvation of . classroom instruction, holding of 
individual . and ; .group. conferences with teachers, administering, 
9l1;~cking, and interpreting tests, followed by remedial work, assist
ing with experimentation, conferring with parents, inspecting build
ings and grounds, ordering and distributing supplies and. equipment, 
classifying pupils, helping weak teachers .with;nethods and manage
ment, . assisting in parent~ teacher association work, putting on _health 
a,ttendance ~nd publicity campaigns, and working with conunittees 
on curriculum and other problems. 

To quote McClure: 
. In the opinio~ of teachers, the function of the principal varies from the 

menial service of errand boy to the high prerogatives of the autocrat; the 
public thinks of him as the man who sits in the ·office; the pupii,· as "the guy 
that licts the kids.,; the view that has been taken lJy superintendents is that be 
is to follow directions from the · office. · 
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More progress has been made in · develop~ng: an exact idea of 
the, nature of the supervisor's work. . To quote :Doctor Dunn: 

Instructional supervision has the large purpose of improving the quality · of 
instruction, primarily by promoting· the p:tofessional growth ·of all teachers, 
and secondarily and temporarily, .by ·:correcting deficiencies {)f preliminary 
prepa~·atiOl~ for teaching by training of teachers i!l se]."vice. 

Burton and Barr, in their recent volume on supervision, state that 
supervision is "coextensive with the· range of things ·physical and 
spiritual which are primarily concerned with bettering the con
ditions that surround learn:ng." They suggest" the following as 
influencing learning conditions: Skill of· the teachers, selection and 
organization of subject matter, selection. and · standardization of 
materials of instruction, research and experimentation, use of educa
tional tests and measurements. 

(2) Principals name a fe\v important activities not included by 
supervisors, such as teaching regularly for absent teacher, or for 
teacher that is visiting; directing work of janitors; attending to dis
ciplinary cases; enrol1ing and transferring pupils; · answering tele
phone; organizing and boosting clubs; supervising playgrounds. · As 
is evident, these activities do not represent the supervisory side of the 
principal's work. 

Supervisors name a few activities not found a1nong those given 
by principals in their lists: Preparing bibliographies upon subjects 
studied by pupils, preparing seat work, traveling from school to 
school, distributing circulating lib1:·aries, and holding conferences 
with principals. 

(3) Both principals and supervisors include the following among 
wg.ys in which pr.incipals help supervisors: (1) Principals carry out 
objectives selected for individual school and for system as a whole; 
(2) they interpret supervisory prograri1s to teachers and patrons,
securing cooperation of patrons for program; ( 3) ·they e<.mfet rela
tive to bringing out weak points of individual teachers -for the pur
pose of improving and developing their teaching power; ( 4) they 
help supervisors to become better ~cquainted with personnel of the 
teaching force, call attention of supervisors to teachers that need help 
and to those doing especially well; (5) they do follow-up work after 
visits -of supervisors, by seeing that teachers · carry out supervisory 
plans and suggestions; ( 6) they see that materials of instruction 
needed are at hand; (7) they assist with test programs, study results, 
and use information ga~ned in remedial work; ( 8) they assist super
visor with classroom supervision, with i1nproving course of study, 
with compilation of records and reports . 
. (4) Ways in which supervisors help principals, as named by both 

principals and supervisors: Supervisors do much of the actual super
vision of classroom work; discuss with pdncipals suggestions made 
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to teachers; furnish them with copy of all materials sent teachers; 
ask them, .through their principals' association, to aid in working out 
special problems; help to keep principals informed of latest develop
ments in the field of elementary education, and of things of interest 
in county and other school systems; assist in -organization of schoola 
at opening; hold meetings with principals at which problems intro
duced by principals are discussed; cooperate in classification of 
pupils-and in the recommendation of promotions; diagnose teaching 
situations, a:nd suggest to principals ways in which help can be given 
to improve 'classroom instruction; encourage work along some dis
tinctive line in each school; recognize the principal of each building 
as the professional and administrative head of the school. 

( 5) Suggestions relative to clarification and definition of duties of 
supervisors and principals, such as holding conferences before the 
opening of school, and more frequently during" the school session; 
preparation of principals in elementary school work so that they may 
be able to judge a recitation and to know when progress is being 
made; more actual teaching on the part of the . supervisor; more 
active participation on the part of the principal in planning the 
program; willingness of each to learn from the other; willingness 
of supervisor to modify plans to meet needs of school; delegating to 
principals full charge of test programs in schools. 

A summary of replies and conclusions· -indicates that rural prin
cipaJs are becoming supervisory officers to a considerable extent; 
that the superyisory duties of principals strengthen the attainments 
of the supervisor; that the assistance of the supervisor broadens the 
field of -the principal; that principals and supervisors are alert to 
the question of need of further clarification of duties; that time free 
for, supervision on the part of principals is considered necessar_y (all 
principals reported giving some time to supervisory duties, the 
range extending from 10 to 85 per cent) ; that principals through 
professional study, assisting in testing and experiments, participat
ing in conferences with supervisors, and working with committees 
are becoming gradually better fitted for supervision. 

Principals can .do more than supervisors to help teachers interpret 
courses of study and discontinue wrong ·practices. The principal, 
as. the person acquainted with ·local needs and intimately informed 
of day-by-day developments in the school system, is able immediately 
to study results with teachers and plan necessary remedial work. 

Supervisors free from building responsibiliti~s are indispensable 
as cons1.1lting experts. Their contacts with many teachers and prin
cipals redound to the enlargement of the vision of each principal 
and teacher . 

. As supervisors b~come more and more expert in learning to work 
through principals in such a way as to expedite the realization of 
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the common aim of both, the improvement. of teaching, much · more 
will be accomplished. To do this supEh'visors need, first- of .all,·to dis
tinguish between the supervisory technique essential (1) working 
with teachers in one-room schools; (2) working with .teachers, in 
small central schools whose principals have no time free for super
vision; (3) working with teachers in large schools whose principals 
are expected to supervise . . 

Supervisors and principals need also ·to appreciate that interde
pendence implies, first~ that each principal ·has ·his own :distinctive 
duties as truly as each supervisor; second, .that principal and super
visor . working · together should determine the policy by means of 
which they may contribute most · effectively to their joint task. 

Fundamental Issues Inooloed in Adjustment of the Wor~ of 
Supervisors and Principals 

J. E. PoTTS 

Assistant Superintendent, R01pides Partsh, La. 

As early as 1917 educational diagnosticians began to turn the 
searchlight of scientific inquiry upon the principalship; particularly 
the elementary principalship. Since that time no branch 'of the pro
fession has been diagnosed, investigated, X-rayed, searched, and 
reseatched more than has the principalship. Candidates for doctbrs' 
degrees have vied · with university professors in· their eagerness to 
expose shortcoinings of principals. Edncational magazines, conven-' 
tion proceedings, and . survey reports have 1·epeatedly reflected. pi-o-
fessional opinion. . - . 

The' verdict has been on the whole unfavora~le. Th~·. diagnosti
cians, weighing the principal in the professional bala:qce, ~ave de
clared him wanting. He was found to be giving ·a major portion :of 
tiJne to office routine, to odd jobs about the building, and to keeping 
the machinery of the school well oiled, a natural consequence of his 
lack of vision, initiative, and technical training-three indispensa
ble qualifications for professional leadership. Bobbitt su1ns up his 
view of the existing situation thus : "There is a dearth of accepte~ 
ideas as to the specific things of a · professional character that prin
cipals should do. It seems that we have relatively feW' clarified ideas 
ns to the nature and place of the principal's work within the system;" 
Other prominent writers .· on the subject state that · the shortcomings 
of principals are due mainly to the fact that most of them have had 
no systematic · training for their real job-supervision. One 'investi
gator asserts that · the principal is often more in need of training in 
the technique of supervision than teachers are in the technique '<if 
teaching. 
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Prog'l'ff88 .. in , professionalizing t!w elenumtary pr.inaipalsluip . .-.A.s 
a result of the publicity given to conditions described above, it was 
hoped that the principalship would. experience a professional 
renaissance. This hope has been. measurably realized. Recent 
professional literature and the testimony of educational leaders indi
cate that much interest has been aroused, among elementary prin
cipals in.·city. school systems, in the study of instructional problems. 
The organization and type of work undertaken by the National 
Association of Elementary Principals are among the· hopeful indi
cations.. To date little has been done to determine to what ·degree 
the. movement to professionalize the eleinentary . principalship has 
affected the principals whose field of service is· in rural education~ 

The situation in Louisiaiuz.-The 17 parish supervisors in Louisi
ana ·have devoted attention · chiefly · to small rural schools. · They 
have seldom attempted to improve· instruction in school systems in 
which elementary and high school grades are housed in one· building 
under the j'urisdiction of the same principal. Such systems represent 
the type corninonly ·found in the · State outside of the two l,argest 
cities. 
. . Except for occasional visitations by . members . of the staff of the 
State department of education, priricip.als of schools employing 10 
or more teachers have had few supervisory visitors. Naturally not 
much . has been generally known'' by parish supervisors ; as to the 
a~ount or type of assistance render~d 'by · such principal~ to teachers 
u.nder, their. jurisdiction, except th~~ they ·are assigned ·little or no 
teaching iJ?,·order· that they might assume responsibility for impi·ove
~nent"o.f cla~s wor}{ generally. 
. Ab.out a year ·ago State. Superintendent Harris raised the question 
o(the effi~~ency of the high:-school principal as a supervisory officer. 
He ~sked ~dministrative officers to .co.nsider the feasibility .of planillng 
a. program that would: (1) Require higp-school principals to devote 
fou~-fiftll;s of their . time to . teaching; (2} delegate supervision o'f 
t4e.larger as well as of the smaller schqols to supervisors employe~ 
sole~y for . this purpose. The pla.n conte~plated no additional funds, 
as the salari~s of ·one or .two capable supervisors, ch~rged with 
re~ponsibility for several schools, would be paid fi·om the money 
saved by the reduction in teaching force. (The assignment of a 
teaching load to. PI.'incipals would naturally reduce the number. of 
t~acliers .. needed.) Superintendent: B:arris stated as a reason for 
rais,ing thi's'. qu~stion that few . prip..cipals have .~he technical training 
and ~:Jperience :P.~cessa.ry to fit them, for classroom super'vision. . . · . 
. ':: :to Aia.~e ,no' ~4d~t~onal steps have be~ll· take~ . t() ~.arry 'out t~e . plaJi. 
The. ,qu~~~ipn inay ha~~ ~eeu rais~d tq : s~iinulate · prinCip~ls ·to stV.dy 
instructional problems, and to suggest to supervisors to give thought 

54087-27--4 
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to methods of . adjusting work of supervisors and principals. If 
this was . ·the purpose the State superintendent's efforts have met 
with success: (1) Principals have developed: a more professional 
attitude toward supervision and a number have :become earnest 
students of professional literature on this subject; (2) supervisors 
have a wakened to the need of studying how~ to work, with and 
through principals. The following account of what was done in one 
parish to study issues involved. in adjustment of the w:ork of super
visors and principals is offered as an initial investigation ·in a field 
deserv:ing ,further . detailed and extended study. 

TM. : RO(pides Pa:rislu stu¢y.-After observation of considerable 
cla~s. 'wprk and study. of result~ obtained through the administration 
of st~ndardized tests, . the supervisor decided to study.: .. ( 1) Qualifica
tions of principals; (2) their .time distribution; and (3) • sup~rvispry 
agencies . employed by. the~ In ~rder to ascertai~ . ne~sary d3ta, 
the three . questionnaires described below were prepared and dis-
tributed. · 

(1) Quolifiaations.-The aim of the first question~aire was to 
ascertain the qualifications of principals of Rapides Parish for super
visory work in terms 9f training and experience. A sum~pary of 
the replies . received follows: . . . . ' . . 

The, nuniber ofyears spentjn college ranged from 4 to 5Jh years, 
with · an average of 4.44. Eight principals are graduates of . teachers' 
colleges; '4 are graduates of .liberal arts colleges; all of the latter and 
6 .of the former have taken post-graduate professional ·courses. To 
'the.question,:" Have you ·had a college course· within the _past 5 yea·rs 
!n . the supervision of classroom instruction~ " 'ten . replied. ·in·. the 
affirmative. An average of one-half of them : attend 'summer· ··school 
every summer. 

·Experience in present positions ranged ·from 3' ¢onths. to i6 years, 
with a median of 4~ years~ · . Previous expe_rience as principal :l'ariged 
from none td 16 years; with a median o{3 yea,'ts'.'/' Fiire principals 
had received in the parish part or all of their previous experience as 
principal. . The range of teaching experien~e, previous . to __ promotio·n 
tothe principalship, was from 1 to 12 years, vvith a median of '5 
years. · This· information seems to warrant the conclusion that the · 
principals, froni the viewpoint of professional training and' experi:. 
ence, are qualified· for supervisory · work. 

.(2) Timedistrioution.-lf principalsare to becom;e efficient super;. 
visors of instruction, they must _be convince<l 'that supervision is the 
principal's most important job, that it is ~ duty reqri.irhig tec~cal 
and expert _kri6wledge~ and ·that :tl.me. fuust be' : ~oti.P:<:l fb~:-it. ' :,it _. is · a 
:hiatter of ~onilhori obs~tvatioir'that 'the p]in.ci~lil-'bfieri ~a~: 'it• 'diffi
'cuit: to distribute time~ equitably · ainong . vfi.Hous · pr{)f'assional" duties. 
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'.the s.econd questionnaire was· used to . ascertain the present ·status of 
time apportiontne:nt in the parish. The results are indicatedjn the 
.following table: 

Time dist1:ibution of 11 Rapides Parish principals 

[Distribution of time from 8.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.] 

Duties Highest Lowest Median 
per cent · per cent per cent 

------~----------------------·-----------1----------------
20 
42 
10 
50 
60 
35 

3 
10 
0 
0 

15 
0 

10 
20 
5 

15 
40 
7 

. It will be noted that routine office workclaimed from 3 to 20 per cent 
of time. Detailed data show that 4 principals were above the, 10 
per cent median. The writer is convinced that no principal ·can 
justify giving 20 per cent of his time to routine office work. Work of 
this type can be largely delegated · to others. The principal can 
usually find teachers among the corps willing to do routine office 
work, and able to do it better than he can. 

Administrative duties claimed fron1 10 to 42 per cent, :with a 
median of 20 per: cent, which is not too high according to the opinion 
of most authorities. Teaching ranged frmn no . time devoted to it 
to 50 per cent, with a median of 15 per cent, or approximately an 
honr a day. Cubberley, in the Portland Survey, states that a prin
cipal should teach 4 or 5 hours weekly. Three· of our principals 
teach .two high-school classes per day, in addition to keeping study 
halL One principal teaches two 90-minute classes, totaling 50 per 
cent of a 6-hmir day. No principal is in a position to do effective 
supe1·visory work who is burdened with the . amount of teaching 
assigned several of these principals, · . . . 

. The .time given to supervision ranged from 15 to 60 per cent, with 
a median of 40 per cent. Teaching is not altogether responsible for 
this low median, since one principal, who does no teaching, gives 
25 per cent of his time to supervision; an.d another, who teaches only 
1 hour daily, gives only 15 per cent. Moreover, a principal who 
teaches 27 per ·cent of the time devotes 48 per cent of the time to 
classroom supervision. A principal who devotes only 15 per cent to 
~mpervision states that "other duties" claim 35 per cent of his time. 

Results of the second questionnaire plainly indicate that some prin
cipals need to evaluate supervision more highly, and that a number 
need assistance in finding time for it. 

· (3) Supervisory agencies.--:-Replies to the third questionnaire, 
designed to obtain data relating to supervisory agencies, revealed 
the following: All the principals (12 in number) made use of teach-
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ers' meetings,- visitatior1 ·of class work, a:nd· standardized tests; 11 
made use of personal conferences with teachers; 9 h~ld special group 
meetings; 5 provided for demonstration teaching exercises~: ·These 
results indicate that princip~ls are using the customary agencies. 
Other sources of information were to the effect that . several prin
cipals appreciated their lack of expertness in the use of such agencies. 

Adoption of a B'!J;pe?··viBO'f'1.J program.-Having learned, through the 
use of the survey, something of the weak places in instruction and of 
the instructional needs of the parish, a supervisory program :was 
constructed, setting up a number of definite objectives 'Yhich would 
(1) tend to emphasize supervision as a major activity of pripcipals, 
·and (2) provide opportunity for the supervisor to assist principals 
in the performance of this major activity. . . 
· The program included the following:: '(1) Improvement · of in

·st.ruction in reading and arithmetic; (2) raising the standard of 
instruction generally, through careful planning of lessons; (3) better 
nse ·of supervisory agencies. In carrying out the first · part of the 
program it was decided: (1) To work chiefly on improvement in 
teaching reading to beginners, and on proper silent · and oral reading 
procedures in the n1iddle and upper grades; and (2) to limit eff<;>rls 
to improve instruction in arithmetic to approved techniques in 
problem solVing. Use of Monroe's reasoning test had disclosed the 
fact that pupils need to acquire a definite plan of attack in solving 
problems. To help bring about the greatest amount of improvement 
in a stated time, definite procedures for the teaching of reading and 
arithmetic were formulated, and recommended as a guide to teachers. 

As a guide to better preparation for teaching content subjects, the 
assignment-study-recitation-test lesson recommended by the State 
department of education was adopted. By concentrating attention 
upon what constitutes a good lesson plan, and by singling out the 
assignment, the supervised study period, and the ·oral and. written 
phases. of the recitation for special study, interest was aroused ~mong 
teachers in being wel~ prepared for each day's work. , · · 

Supplementing these measures, the supervisor lectured at every 
opportunity on lesson planning; ·and later prepared the lecture in 
circular form for distribution among teachers. Illustrative lesson 
plans were prepared, mimeographed, and distributed. Teachers 
were invited to send in samples of lesson plans used by them, .to be 
mimeographed and sent to other teachers. We adopted the . slogan, 
" I plan every lesson I teach," and offered a prize for the best .book 
of lesson plans. The effect of these activities in raising standards of 
classroom instruction.has been most salutary. No part of the super
visory program has taken better wjth principals than has lesson 
planning. 
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lmprovern;ent of supervisory mge!Mies.-Satisfactory cooperative 

arrangements were made designed to ilnprove teachers' meeting~ and 
visitation of -class work. The type ·of group teachers' meetings 
eventuating may be cited as a measure of the success of the arrange;.. 
ments: Group ·meetings ·are usually held at centrally located high 
schools where it is easy to assemble a group of from 15 to 30 teachers. 
Care is used in· making programs, copies of which are sent to group 
1:herr~~bers a week or more in advance. Programs, which a~e built 
around the major supervisory objectives for the year, usually. include 
the · !ollmvilig : Demonstration class exercises by the supervisor; or 
by ari expert in the particular teaching technique chosen for pres
e'ntation, followed by analyses of procedures used; informal lec
tures by the supervisor; round-table discussions led by a member of 
the group; ttnd the reading of carefully prepared articles by teachers~ 
The aim has been to discuss problems and work out plans having a 
direct and practical application to the year's work and to recommend 
use by teachers, during the weeks following the meeting, of the ·plans 
formulated. 

Classroom visitation is a second· supervisory agency in which the 
superviserhas endeavored to lead tne way by demonstrating to prin~ 
cipals the vah:te of continuous and close observation of teaching, fol
lowed by searching and exhaustive analysis of procedures and 
methods observed. As a result, principals realize that the 10-minute 
classroom visit is usually a supervisory makeshift and a waste of 
tim~. As such, it is rapidly disappearing from the parish. 

In planning effective classroom observation a principal arranges 
his daily schedule of visitations with the aim of determining instruc'" 
tional weaknesses in any subject taught in the school, and of ade
quately following up the supervisory program thus set in motion. 
An account of efforts in progress to improve elementary-grade in
struction in oral and written language may serve to indicate typical 
outcomes of classroom observation. The principal and supervisor in 
each school began by ob:::erving a language lesson from start to finish 
in every elementary grade. Notes taken during each visit were 
afterwards expanded into a typewritten report, and a copy sent the 
principal and to the teacher whose work had been observed. When 
the language work of all teachers had been observed, a meeting was 
held to discuss general weaknesses discovered. Teachers . were led to 
see that, in many cases, they were working without clearly defined 
objectives. Sets of objectives for oral and written language instruc
tion, with suggestions as to subject matter and procedures well 
adapted for attaining the objectives, were worked out and mimeo
graphed. A brief study was made of them in this tentative form, 
with a view to improving their formulation or of adding others. At 
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this· stage of the work the supervisor withdrew from the project and 
left principal and teachers to continue the work begun and to deter
mine whether or not the objectives were attained. It was ag;reed 
that the principal should observe each teacher through one language 
period per. week, follow this with a conference, and if necessary have 
a weekly meeting of the group. 

Oonalusion.-Effective cooperation between principals and super~ 
visors rests on the professional leadership of supervisors. Formula
tion and adoption by the supervisor of a high type of supervisory 
program is the chief means at his disposal for establishing such ·lead
ership and for convincing principals tha.t instruction can be improved. 

In such a program standardized tests play an important part, 
affording the most reliable single means of instructional diagnosis. 
They should be supplemented by observation of class work, and by 
any other activities which will guard supervisor and principal against 
half-baked conclusions based on hasty observation, inadequate data, 
or faulty technique in handling data. The validity of conclusions is 
an important factor in establishing .the confidence of principals in 
the supervisory program. 

Summ.ary.-Experience in Rapides Parish leads the writer to be-
·lieve that persistent efforts to adjust the work of supervisors and 
principals are attended, among other desirable outcomes, by the 
following: ·. (1) A more professional attitude on the part of prin
cipals toward, and increased efficiency in, the art of supervision; 
(2) development, on the part of the supervisor, of a specific super
visory technique which provides for using the services of principals 
in · securing a greater degree of i1nprovmnent of instruction in a 
given time than would ·be possible if the supervisor worked only with 
teachers. 



II. Value of Research in the Solution of Supervisory 
Problems 

Supervisors and Teachers as Cooperators in Research Studies 

M. R. TRABUE 

Director, Burecw.. of B'dtuc'ILtionaZ R.esearch, Universit1J of N &rth OaroUna 

Research, defined as " careful or critical inquiry or examin~tion in 
seeking facts or principles," can not be successfully conducted in the 
field of education without the cooperation of supervisors and teachers. 
Tooftequently the cooperation is of an official passive type-allowing 
the investigator to come in and interrupt the regular routine of school 
work. 

The facts sought in · research may· be very simple items about a 
particular child, more complex groups of items and types of si~ua
tions connected with members of a third-grade class, or the sti,ll more· 
c'oniplex and comprehensive data on which one may base a general 
principle of successful instruction. It is becoming increasingly 
evident th~t the active, intelligent cooperation of classro_om teachers 
and supervisors is necessary to the success of educational research on 
any of these levels. 

The development of educational measurements illustrates the direc
tion in which th~ larger progra1n or modern educational rese~rch 
must turn. Standard tests were first devised by persons interested in 
gross differences between different _ adm~nistrative situations. Early 
comparisons were between a school here and one there, between gross 
resultsobt~ined then and those obtained now, or between the methods 
:use~ : -~ere · -and _ those~ used there. Textbooks. in measurem~nts em~ 
phasized statistical methods of .comparing groups, and the tests 
the.mselves 1neasured great combinations of general. abilities and 
know ledges under such titles as. reading, arithmetic, co~ position~ . or 
handwriting. · · 
. ·The recent trends in measurement are toward detailed analyses of 
specific iteiiJ.SOf skill or Jmowledge in individual pupils. Teachers 

. and supervisors ' are getting interested in the results of these test~ as 
they apply to concrete .cases, in the relationships among the results 

25 
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of many tests given to the same individual pupil, and in what ought 
to be done for this individual pupil when these facts and their 
interrelationships have been discovered. The academic and adinin
istrative test givers are finding their testing materials, and their 
know ledge of the significance of their results, inadequate for answer
ing these questions of the instructional staff. There is a growing 
belief that we are about to witness the development of a new an(\ 
very vital science of education, growing directly ·out of ·the active 
interest of teachers and supervisors in the application of research 
tools and methods to the results of instruction. 

The new science of education will be based on great collections of 
individual case histories, collected by teachers and supervisors, with 
perhaps some slight aid and cooperation from college professors and 
administrative officers. The records must be continuous and complete, 
covering every phase of the child's life and environment, and they 
must be accurately recorded in as objective terms as it is possible to 
devise. From a study of these records, showing what was available 
at the beginning,. what was done, and what changes occurred in the 
child at each stage, well-defined types or patterns may ultimately 
become recognizable to trained educational practitioners, and the 
science of education may then take its place alongside the science of 
medicine. For the patient collection of such complete case histories, 
teachers and supervisors are the only possible agents. Only.through 
their cooperation in research will this new and vital type of educa
tional science -ever become possible. 

Cooperative Research Work in a County School System 

NETTIE E. BROGDON 

Supervisor of Rural Schools, Gwilfora OouJAty, N. a. 

Rural-school supervisors are confronted daily with . problems de
manding solution. They are often compelled to solve them and 
to diagnose situations without sufficient data for an intelligent in
terpretation of conditions. Such superficial procedures fail to sat
isfy supervisors, and are convincing them of the need for research 
work in rural schools if substantial progress ill rural ·education is 
to result. 

Pos.sibility fo'r research in rural schools.~ The question arises, ·" Is 
it possible to carry on research work in the rural-school field¥" 
Perhaps not under some existing conditions which offer seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles to the compilation of worth-while data; 
however, in many modern rural-school systems research. is fast be~ 
coming more and more possible, and failure to carry it oil quite in
excusable. The following are among the favoring situations ob~ 
taining: Trained teachers, in consolidated schools, are teaching even 
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children from remote sections. Scientific tests and measurements 
have · found a permanent place in rural schools. This is making it 
feasible to increase the number and types of experiments which can 
be conducted, and to measure experiments whose values have hereto
fore been left to subjective judgment. Principals of rural consoli
dated schools are preparing ·themselves to become supervisors as 
well as administrators of elementary grades, and are interested in 
incr.easing the opportunities for research inherent in such schools. 
The professional leadership of the supervisor is beginning to bear 
fruit. ·The employment of trained teachers, the use of standardized 
tests, the greater efficiency of principals and supervisors, increase 
the possibility and the obligation of carrying on systematic research. 
In promoting a county-wide program the supervisor, in cooperation 
with county superintendent, principals, and teachers, should assign a 
definite place to research problems . 
. · Cooperation of te(J;ahers in r'esea1YJh invalwable.-The supervisor 

should enlist the interest of teachers in research, through helping 
them to see (1) the opportunity it offers for: growth by creating in 
them ari.. inquiring mind and providing opportunities to test theories 
oy practice in the schoolroom laboratory; and (2) the advantages 
teachers possess over psychologists, inasmuch as they work in a more 
natural ;situation. · 

W1nch has expressed thus the value and need of research by 
teachers: " Without the cooperation of teachers there will never be 
in any appreciable sense a science· of education; * * * If teachers 
stand aside and do not help, they will only have themselves to thank 
if methods are in{posed upon them from the results of expe1·iments 
which they do not understand or which are not really applicable 
to their work and in which they have no share." 

Types of research work tobe undertaken.-The type of research 
work undertaken should be simple in the beginning, and should not 
require det~iled statistical data. Buckingham, in "Research ·for 
Teach~rs," says, "It is by no means necessaty that you set up fotmal 
experiments involving control groups in order to serve the cause 
of education as . a research worker." 

· The following are fairly typical. problems adapted to research 
st:udy : ( 1) · Program arrangement for pupils belonging ·to different 
Illental groups: (2) Analysis of learning methods of superior.pupils . 
. ~·?) An age~ grade study of the claE;sroom, the school, and the county; 
causes of retardation ; remedial ;measures needed. ( 4) Classification 
of : pupils based on scientific measurements; ( 5) Infhience of super:.. 
vi~ed pla·y . on discipline. ( 6) Effect of o~~xcrowded rooms on 
progress of pupils. 
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A few necessary· cautions.-In initiating., planning, and promoting 
a research program the supervisor should keep in mind the follow
ing: (1) Pupils, teachers, supervisor, and superintendent should 
have a com1non understanding of the purposes of research work 
-qndertaken. (2) It is better to begin in a small way-to attempt 
only that which the situation will justify-and work upward until 
many schoolrooms become active labotatories. (3) In the selection 
of problems for study the value of the findings should be a determin
ing factor. (4) Those participating should k~ep an open mind until 
all data for the solution of the problem are collected. (5) Experi
ments should be so planned that they will not be carried on at the 
expense of the children cooperating. ( 6) Principals and teachers in 
any school system should be given the findings of all problems in 
the solution of which they have cooperated. · 

Knowledge ·of' the local situation necessary.-The administration 
of even the simplest kind of research program may seem impossible 
to the supervisor thinking in terms of the total sum of all the odds 
against it. So it will be, unless she plans a program in k~eping with 
the educational level of the county, knows the educational status of 
each school, the ability of each principal and teacher to carry tQ 
completion projects undertak~n, and understands the administrative 
policies of the county school board. Information along these . lines 
will help her to choose initial steps and to plan the general ·outline 
for the program. · 

Research in Guilford Oounty.-The special type of research pro
gram known at first hand by the writer is dependent in part on the 
use of group-center schools and the assistance of their principals. 
On these schools the supervisor concentrates efforts to develop re
search work and holds teachers' meetings at which group-center 
teachers and those from neighboring one-room schools have an 
opportunity to study and analyze research problems in proces~ of 
solution. . 

Principals give direct assistance, and use results in faculty meet .. 
ings, in individual conferences, and through contacts with teachers 
in classrooms. The supervisor, working in close cooperation witi1 
principals, holds many conferences with each principal and· studies 
classroom problems with him in his own school. In . addition . the 
supervisor conducts· a professional study course for the principals; 
section ·at the county-wide teachers' meeting held once a month. _.By 
means of this course the supervisor reaches classroo,.ms indir~Gtly 
through the principals and leads theJ11 t.o discuss accomplishment~ 
of the various schools they represent, to analyze results, and to ~ake 
plans for continuing research activities. '· . . · 

Guilford County principals, with the cooperation of teachers, have 
made an age-grade study of their schools. They have tabulated and 
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a.nalyzed .- the· ·causes for • retardation, ·and are now working out re
medial measures. In making both mid-term and final promotions, 
principals · utilize teachers' rriarks, and 1nental and educational tests. 
In each school principal and teachers give the tests, tabulate, and 
interpret results. In the age-grade study and in the promotion pro'" 
grams the supervisor is consulted only when questions arise. When 
there is any doubt concerning the ability of a principal tJO conduct 
the.:work ·efficiently the supervisor directs ·it more closely. · ' 

· Simmma1:J . .;_The supervisOr who plans her program so as to co
ordinate the efforts of all those working directly in the school system, 
and who keeps the program within the range of the ability of her 
coworkers, can successfully' promote research work. Even though 
the work attempted is of the simplest :kind it is worth the time and 
effort put intO it; for it will eventually lead into more scientifi,c work. 
It is in fact only through research work that a basis for the develop
ment of rural education can be obtained. 

Supervisory Activities and Teacher Reactions 

NANCY 0. DEVERS 

Supervisor of Rockingham County, N. C. 

This report reviews the findings of several recent investigations 
of supervisory · activities ·and teacher reactions, and summarizes their 
significant contributions to the problem of the better adjustment of 
supervision · to actual school · needs. The investigations included 
represent widely different sections of the country and different edu
cational conditions. They are thus well adapted to give a picture of 
present supervisory practice and teacher evaluation . 

.A study ofsupervisory acti,vit-ies in Olevelmnd.-Principal Selma 
Cook 1 uRdertook an investigation at the opening of school in the 
fall of 1922. Forty-three teachers were requested to reply to several 
questions asked for the . purpose of determining their ideas of helpful 
supervision. Below are given the four questions eliciting the most 
hearty response from the teachers, followed in each case by a sum
mary of the replies given by 20 per cent or more of the teachers 
participating. 

Question No. 1. List 10 qualities which seem to you desirable in a 
supervisor, in the order of their importance, naming the most desir
able first, and so on. 

The qualities named by 20 per cent or more of the teachers were 
helpfulness, sympathy, executive ability, pleasant manner, tact, ex-
pert judgment, and broadmindedness. · 

1 Teachers' Ideals of Helpful Supervision, Cook, Journal of Educational Administration 
and· SuperVision', December, ·1923. · 
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Question No. 2. List five qualities especially objectionable to you 
in a supervisor. 

Only two of the qualities named received one-fifth or more of the 
votes; of these, domineering received 25 votes; unjust criticism, 
9 votes. 

Q~estion No. 3. List forms of help that a supervisor can render, 
in the order of their importance. 

All named constructive criticism. The other four forms . of help 
receiving votes of at least 20 per cent of the teachers were teaching 
model lessons, conferences, teaching by supervisor, and respecting 
rights of others. 

Question No. 4. List an innovation which enables teachers to learn 
1nore readily from experience of others. 

More than one-half included ·group teaehei·s' meetings and dis
eussions. Observation of ~ype lessons in various phases of subjects 
wa..~ the only other innovation receiving us many as one-fifth of the 
votes. 

A st~tdy 1nade in the University of Oalifo'rmia.-In Doctor Mead's 2 

study, 18 students in a 1923 and 12 in a 1924 ele1nentary education 
seminar in the lJniversity of California cooperated. The 30 students, 
all of whom were experienced teachers, supervisors, and principals, 
were asked to formulate and state what· they considered as the 
eardinal duties of a supervisor ol' elementary principal acting as 
supervisor. 

The various judg1nents expressed were studied and condensed into 
six. The six were placed iri alphabetical order, and each student was 
asked to weigh, by scoring one :for the item he regarded as most inl
portant, two for the next most important, etc. The following, in the 
order given, represents the judgments of the 30 persons: To inspire 
and lead; to improve instruction; to improve curricula; to evaluate 
textbook material; to administer approved mental and educational 
tests; to strengthen the teaching staff by selecting teachers, rating 
them, and inspiring them to professional and aeademic growth. 

A stu.dy in which certain Indiana and Kansas teachers coopm"
ated.-Doctor Nutt,3 of Ohio Wesleyan University, in his study 
attempted in part to discover the attitude of teachers toward "gen
eral " supervisors. He asked 231 teachers employed in Hammond 
and Whitney, Ind., and in Topeka, Kans., to state helpful things 
which had been done in connection with their teaching by super
visors; to state the things that had been done that had not been 
helpful; and to state the things they would like to have had done as 
a help to their teaching. Data obtained as a result of the above 

2 The Supervisor's Job, Mead, Journal of Educational Method, March, 1925. 
8 Attitude of Teachers Toward Supervision, Ohio Educational Research Bulletin, Feb

ruary, 1924. 
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qu~tiomi ·may be thus ~ummarized: ·Thirty-three items made up the 
list of helpful things. TP,e four most·helpful things (receiving 20 
pel' 'cent' or more of the votes)' listed in the order of their frequency, 
'vitli the· :percentage of teachers naming each item, were: Encourage
ment, sympathy, and favorable comments, 48 per cent; helpful and 
valuable sugg~ions, 39 per cent; friendly and helpful constructive 
criticism, 31 per cent; cooperation, 20 per cent. 

The ~eac~ers replying to "things not helpful" named in all 14 
items. 'M:o·re than 50 ·per cent of the replies referred to ·toohnique, 
such as '.' making suggestions about the teaching in the midst of the 
recitation "; " visiting and taking notes but not making comments 
on the work." 
· ·A. · t:Otal· ·of 16. ·suggestions were n1ade nnd~r "helps desirable." 

" More deJP,onstration teaching " and " more implicit criticisms of 
le.ssons taught under supervisor " were the only two items mentioned 
frequently enough to have much significance attached. 

:4. Beco-ruj Oalif01'n·ia stud.y.-Mr. Valentine,' of the San Francisco 
State Teachers College, compiled a list of 36 specific items represent
ing .the major activities of supervisors. These items, derived from 
eonferences with 10 experienced supervisors, were sent to. 98 teachers 
employed in rural, small town, and city schools in five cmmties in 
Callforni'a, with the request: (1) That they n1ark their approval or 
disnp:..lroval of each itent; and (2) that they indicate by ranking the 
10 . i~ms which, in their opinion, represent the Inost desirable snper
vi~9ry activities, assigning first place to the most desirable activity, 
and soon. 

The. first 9 items (those standing highest) on the " approved list" 
correspond with the 9 highest on the "most desirable " list, and are 
as ~ollows : · · 
.. 1. Hold qffice hours for teachers seeking help. 

2. Give classroom demonstrations when requested. 
3. HoJd instructional group meeting with new teachers. 
4. Pian with new teachers individually. 
5. Adyise and as~ist in the collection of collateral matedals, visual 

. Q..ids~ etc. . 
.6.·. l:Ielp tea($ers with broad and suggestive recommendations. 
7. IJ.o~d friendly personal conferences with teacher following 

visit. 
8 .. Hqld frequent instructional conferences with teacher groups. 
9. Send out mimeographed lesson helps. 
Two .. Nortk 001roliM studies.-In the fall of 1926, 127 Rockingham 

County rural teachers were asked to list under not more than 5 

'Job Analysis of Elementary Supervision, Valentine, Journal of Educational Method. 
March, 1926, 
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heads the benefits derived from group teachers' meetings. The 
benefit$ named were tabulated and classified under 9 heads. Thus 
arranged, the teachers were asked to rank in order of importance 
attached to each, giving the .most important first place and so on. 
The final list stands : 

1. Give teachers new ideas in teaching. 
2. Train demonstration teachers . to do teaching. of a higher stand

ard. 
3. Improve pupils in group spirit, in respect for teachers, in 

attendance, and in preparation of daily work. 
4. Help teachers to solve problems through seeing how others are 

n1eeting similar problems. 
5. Give teachers a better knowledge of how to deal with pupils in 

groups. 
6. Create enthusiasm for teaching. 
7. Enable teachers to compa:ce results of their work with that done 

by others. 
8. Afford opportunity for teachers to make professional contacts. 
9. Establish desirable relationships an1ong schools. 
The North Carolina State organization of county rural supervisors 

recently undertook a study which differs in one particular .from the 
foregoing investigations. The North Carolina organization investi
gated the reactions of supervisors instead of those of teachers. The 
27 rural supervisors employed in the State were asked to list the 10 
niost important supervisory activities. Two hundred -and forty 
statements were received from 24 supervisors. They were mimeo
graphed and distributed to the 27 supervisors, who were asked to 
select and rank in order of iinportance the 10 items which best 
defined supervision. A tabulation of the reports received, with the 
major items ranked according to the judgment of supervisors, num
ber 1 being assigned to the most frequently mentioned item, and so on, 
follows: 

1. Selecting educational objectives and methods for attaining 
them. 

2. Unifying the work of the school system by setting up standards 
and· directing teachers in the realization of such standards. 

3. Assisting school committeemen and eounty school superin
tendent in the selection and appointment of teachers. 

4. Holding county-wide conferences with teachers. 
5. Aiding teachers in solving problems by diagnosing situations 

and offering remedial n1easures. 
6. ~olding individual conferences witP. teac~ers, principals, super

intendents, a:rid patrons. 
7. Training principals in elementary supervision. 
8. Recording achievements of the year's work. 
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9. Stimulating school publicity having for its end: Longer school 
terms ; better trained teachers ; better equipment, closer co
operation between parents, teachers, and pupils, and between 
school and community. 

10. Cooperating with all forces for better schools. 
Su'fll/ll1Jary~-In summarizing contributions made by the studies 

considered above, difficulties arise in the determination of consensus 
standards due to the diversity of terms used in the various investiga:
tions. After making due allowance for such diversity, a careful com
parison of the findings reported apparently indicates that .the major 
duties of rural-school supervisors, as evaluated by teachers and super
visors, arranged in order of rank, number 1 being assigned to the ac
tivity ranked highest the greatest number of times; number 2 to the 
activity ranked next highest, etc., are : ( 1) Holding inspir·ational 
conferences; (2) teaching and dire('ting in the teaching of demonstra
tion lessons; (3) organizing outlines and teaching helps for teachers; 
. ( 4) grading and classifying pupils; ( 5) evaluating textbook ma:
terials; ( 6) . improving curricula; and ( 7) raising the professional 
and cultural . level of teachers. 

-The findings indicate that teachers prize most the direct services 
of ,supervisors who succeed in. making them "comfortable in their 
thinking anq feeling"; that they prefer ·supervisional service which, 
while it helps them solve classroom problems, is characterized · by 
friendly and tactful attitudes; and . that they do not rank highest 
cer-tain supervisory activities such as experimentation, curriculum 
studies; and ·professional improvement of the teaching staff, to which 
supervisors themselves and educational experts as well attach much 
·si!gnificance. 

Means Used by Rural Teachers and Supervisors (/) to Profit by the 
Results of Research and (2) to · P ariicipate in Research Studies 

MAYCIE K. SOUTHALL 

As3istant State Supervisor of Rural Schools, North Carolina 

Should • a rural supervisors' conference concern itself with educa
tional research~ The answer will depend upon the Importance 
attached to research arid the interpretation placed upon the super
visor's. functions. An analogy from the outside world may prove 
helpful in establishing the importance of Tesearch in promoting edu
cational improvement. · All forms · of business endeavor that have 
made conspicuous progress have . ;been .. built upon an expanding 
foundation of exact knowledge which is the product ·of .. resear_ch. 
Modern life with its conveniences, such as electric lights, quick com
munication, and rapid transportation, is largely the product of 
i·esearch. . 
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Educational research is scarcely two ·decades old, yet the informa
tion obtained thereby is remaking the schools. Old ideas as to the 
functiop of the school, the teacher, and the place of subje~t matter 
have been greatly modified by research findings. · Future progress 
of rural education will depend in a large measure upon the . degree 
to which research results are known and used by 'rural teachers. 
Since; then, research is of great significance in the improvement : of 
teaching, it is fitting that a rural supervisors' conference should 
concern itself with research as a potent factor in such improvement. 

Profiting by the results of research.-Teaching can not become a 
science until teachers are trained to apply scientific principles to 
classroom teaching. Tying up theory ·with practice .by helping 
teachers adapt psychological ideas to varied 'classr:oom conditions is 
one of the supervisor's chief services. Hundreds of educational in~ 
vestigations have been made and others are in process of completion. 
They are scattered in educational literature . much o£ which is . not 
available to the average teacher. Until findings are· summarized in 
simplified terms and teachers are showll' their application to class:
room problems, they can not be expected to use rese~rch results. 
Nor ·can supervisors find time to do this work to any gr·eat extent 
for teachers. Fortunately several research students and committees 
have recently summarized several investigations and included in. a 
single volume those relating to one subject. For instance, Gray has 
summarized the 372 reading investigations made . pr'ior to 19~5 ; 
Buswell and Judd have done the same for arithmetic investigations; 
and the committees responsible for . the third , .yearbook · of the : De
partment of Superintendence, "Research in Constructing the ! ·~le
mentary Curriculum," have rendered a similar service. for ·all:the 
elementary subjects.5 

To go about the improvement of teaching any 'subject, the super~ 
visor should acquaint herself and, the· teaGher~ l}nde~ her s.:qper
vision with research findings along the following lines: (1) Subject 
matter that is most worth while and socially useful; (2) how chil
dren learn that type of subject matter most economically and effec
tively; (3) the best means that ·have been 1ound for "co~ditioning 
its learning." 

Utilizing reseatrch. results in. . the 31 North 0 a'f!olina . CO'WJ~t~a . fYJ1L.w 

ploying rural super·visors.-(1) A nu:r:nber of counties ar~ using the 
following criteria as bases for the cla,.ssific:atio:p., and .. p.roplo,tio~; of 
elementary-grade child~en: In each of the first thr.ee. grades iiit~l
ligence tests and teachers' judgment are combined; , to these factors 
a reading test is added in the. second _grade.; 'in .the third: gtaqe ~nd 
above, a · battery of educational tests is the third ,factor. 

. . . . ; . . . .'i \1i ::· .. ·· : . : 
5 For the convenience of supervisors studying special subjeets a list of a f~w of the 

best sources of information on research is available on request o.f the BLu·eau of ·Edudation. 
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(2~ · ·Supervisars ·make ~vailable . research results for the · sul:>j"ect 
reeaivin~ : ni~jor attention. For ·example, in one county in·· which 
arithmetic· ·was· selected as the subjeet most in need o-f improvement, 
the supervisor Bl:JlDIDarized arithmetic difiiculties and listed tjpes of 
errors acoordingto frequency~ Following this· the teachers, with the 
ftid: ~f th~ ·Buswell-John ·diagnostic ·te$, supplemented by original 
iiiforJfui.l itests ·in common -and decimal fracti9ns, tested and observed 
pupils in order' to discover types of problems giving trouble; and 
fYpe'S ·of errors ·involved. After. tabulating and interpretiiig ·the 
findirlgs for the· county, remedial measures were undertaken. 
SMeri.tific·fuvestigations were again consulted to discover what pro
ceduttes had proved most helpful; special remedial suggestions ap
plicab~e to each disab~lity· were collected from current literature, and 
the listdmhneographed and distributed to teachers. Results· are 
evident. Teachers of arithmetic have ·beeome more · enthu.siastic 
and intelligent, and'' a few .have been able to make unique contribu
tio'iis thr6ugh: the stfitement ·of procedures helpful to children in 
learning certain arithmetical facts· and types ·of· ·performance~ · · 

:(3} 'Supervisors =introduCed ·newer teaching techniques whose value 
has'been' 1proved." ·For ·example, one supervisor has led the teat!hers 
to adopt the test-study method iri. teaching spelling, and has given 
-mc:.rithl:y·co'unty-'wide tests to· eheck progre8s made in spelling' as com
pare<f ~th t~at made)ast year with u~e·i>f:the study-test method. 

POirlihipiiUirqJ =in. : ?teBem•oli.-Teachers and supervisors should par
ticipate in research for the following among other reasons: '(1) Con-
6lbsi'Ons teached· ·in PsYchological laboratories need . to be verified 
through classroom practice. · '(2) Many important· problems can be 
st>:tved bni)rthrough:usilig the classroom as the laboratory. (3) P·ar
tieipation' in research tends to Vitalize teaching, making teachers more 
open-minded, and stimulating them to challenge procedure formerly 
a~eepted ··by- thein without queStion. 

While. ttll 1'teachers :should use . research results, the more capable 
ones should be the chief participators in research, as the demands 
a;re-exactihg a.ndithe work time ·cmisuming.· Unless teachers have had 
technical preparation along research lines they should have close 
~ernsory : guidance ·in controllirig important factors if results ·ob
ta.ille0:18ire- -to;be ·reliable.· .As the number ·of·rural teachers who have 
had such preparation is to date · practically negligible, the supervisor 
mllst·n&sswne ·res:Ponsibility for interesting and assisting superior 
taa.c&l"$7. either as individuals or ·as committees, in the solution · of 
Ibciatl! pl(dblems . .. In ~thus · lifting the ·work of these te~hers above 
that• of :dull !J.'otiti:ne,-· k~eping: them~ growing, and leading· them to the 
at!quisitioh of ;valuable informatio-n or materials useful 'to the ·entire 
ey~l · supervison ·fulfill an· important function. · 
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RwPril rese(JJT'ch progra1ns iln Nor-thJ OaroUna;.-North Carolina rural 
supervisors have only recently begun to carry on research programs. 
A number of studies, many of them local in their application, have 
come to the attention of the writer : 

1. Scientific investigatio;n of the value of supervision in the con
solidated schools of North Carolina, using a supervised and a control 
county. (Educati~nal Publication No. 106, Division of Supervision, 
No. 25, State Departmen.t of Education, Raleigh, N.C.) 

2. The supervisors of the north central district .have collected, 
preparatory to publishing in bulletin form, exan1ples of " Large 
Unit " teaching, outlining the steps under the following heads: (1) 
Situation out of which the activity arose; (2) problem or problems 
involved; (3) sources of materials and information; (4) types of 
experiences; ( 5) outcomes in information, abilities, and attitudes; 
(6) stimulation to further activity. , 

3. One supervisor has ·used an activity program in a group of 
second-grade rooms, and compared measurable results with those 
obtained in a control group of second grades. 

4. A supervisor is attempting to teach geography in the grammar 
grades entirely by the problem method, checking results with require-
pients of the State course of study. · 

5. The different types of schools in one county are to be compared 
on a basis of the following factors of school efficiency: Pupil attend
ance; pupil age; and pupil achievement in reading, arithmetic, spell
ing and language. 

6. A rural teacher is keeping a record of the actual work done by 
fast, average, and slow groups during the year. . 

7. Two rural teachers are teaching number work in the first grade 
"incidentally," and checking results with requirements of the course 
of study. 
- 8. Principals of consolidated SGhools in one county recorded the 
actual time given to supervision and administration respectively over 
two four-week periods. 

9. A supervisor is testing out Detroit picture-word material in two 
tirst-grade rooms. 

10. A county superintendent and a group of teachers are analyzing 
the arithmetic content in the adopted texts, and eliminating materia] 
neither socially useful nor vital to local interests. 

Plans for future researcl~. work.-No effort has been made hereto
fore to unify pieces of research work attempted. Two significant 
preparatory steps in this direction were taken this year: (1) pivid

. ing the State into four sections for the purpose of having super
visors in each section work together on their specific problems; (2) 
appointment of a research committee by the department of rural 
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supervisors which is a section of the North Carolina State Teachers' 
Association. 

It is hoped that through the unifying influence of supervisory 
cooperation secured this year, supplemented by the activities of the 
research committee, a definite place may be given in our supervisory 
program to educational research ·and that next year an extensive 
piec~ ' of research .work will be carri~d on through the cooperative 
efforts of all the snpervisors of the State. 



Ill. The Relation of Rural Curriculum 'A'daptatirin 
to Supervision 

Problems Involved in Curriculum Adaptations 

ll,.ANNIE W. DUNN 

Asaoc·iate Professor of Educat·lon, 'l'eaollet·s College, Oolutnb·ia Un·l·vcrsity, New York Git·y 

The educational task to-day is far more con1plex than that of a 
generation ago. The student mass is much more heterogeneous
all the children of all the people in place of a select g~oup from the 
more-favored h01nes. Quick-witted mingle with dull, · abstract 
1ninded with motor, those whose education began "a hundred ye~ns 
before they were born," with those whose parents are illiterate. 

With the increase in range of those to be educated, there has come 
also an increasing demand that the school serve as a socializing 
agency. Citizenship is an outstanding aim of education to-day. 
Social relationships have increased in complexity and scope Inore 
rapidly than individuals have advanced in their adjustments, and 
the schools are called upon to help bridge the gap. 

The very center of gravity is changed. Fqrmerly the emphasis 
was on subject matter, and its mastery the goal; now the needs, 
interests, abilities, and lacks of the learner are regarded as the center 
of curriculum organization, and the goal is his growth. 

Such differences as these in the demands upon education and the 
philosophy which guides it, necessarily call for practically complete 
reconstruction of the curriculum, and this reconstruction is the most 
prominent forward movement in American public-school education 
to-day. However,. we are far past the time when a single curriculum 
was thought adequate for all situations, all types of schools, and all 
children. 

Others have already referred to one factor which makes differen
tiation essential-the differing needs, interests, lacks, and abilities 
of individual children. Differing standards for pupil promotion 
have been suggested, i.e., advancing each chiid who has done his best 
to another task suited to him. One scheme devised for this purpose 
is the classification of children into so-called X, Y, and Z ability 

~ . 
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gro~ps. This ·plan has hardly advanced further than administrative 
organization, curriculum makers as yet having offered little help 
as to the activities or materials suitable for varying ability groups. 

A.daptati01"b8 in te'I'111J8 of dif!e1•ence'B in conte'fli; or in deg1•ee of 
ditftculty.-The problem of providing for varying ability groups, 
while not peculiar to rural schools, is particularly acute in them, due 
to the . number of grades assigned one teacher and the consequent 
limita,tion in number of possible groups. The rural school has the 
probl~m not only of providing for varying abilities and. interests, 
but o~ providing for them in the .same class. 

A second phase of th~ problem found far more often in rural than 
in urban schools is .retardati9~, which is frequently the result of 
fleficient educational opportunity rather than of low mentality. A 
chil~ of good mind may be de~idedly over-age for his grade, because 
~ch~ol. inaccessibility and short .terms ha.ve seriously limited the 
au;tount of scho~ling available to him. Where such over-age children 
t;t~e f~Un.d in lower· grades, a characteristic problem is that of p~o
viding reading material inter~sting to them, yet within their . reading 
ability. 

it·~~ often almost impossible to find textbooks in geograp:P.y, and 
especially in history, within the reading ·ability . of rural-school 
children. Two types of difficulty beset the path of the child in the 
study of history-ideas beyond his basis in experience and language 
beyond his reading power. The over-age pupil is perhaps less likely 
than the younger child to be trouble~ by the first of these, but the 
second is often practicably insuperable for him. In many schools 
where retarded pupils abound it would probably be desirable to 
provide tw9 sets of textbooks covering approximately the same 
to pies, the one set in much easier language than the other. 

Di:fferenc~s .in native abilities are not the only ones that necessitate 
dl:ffer~nees iii. curriculum and in materials of instruction. What the 
child is and will become is conditioned also by his environment. If 
tJiere are important lacks in it,, the. curriculum must supply them. 
But it inust be based, too, upon environmental experiences and inter
eats, eyen though at the same time widening these experiences to 
a:fford a. broader base for yet further learnings~ 

Di:lf~rences in curriculum will be necessitated· whenever there are 
different lacks to be supplied, different experiences as bases for con
cepts, different individual or local problems leading to mastery of 
general subject matter. Where such differences clearly exist, the 
curriculum, to be of genuine service, must recognize and adapt to 
thein, and, where a range of possible experiences ~ay be expected, 
mus~' lnake provision for the utilization of any that may be signifi
cant or v~luable. 
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Differentiation in orga11Jiz.ation necessa.ry.-Short-te:rm schools, the 
attendance of pupils for only part of the <school year, and the large 
number of one-teacher schools create the need for differentiation in 
organization. There is, for example, the six-1nonths school. It is 
nmnifestly impossible to accomplish in six months what is nor1nally 
to be done in eight months or nine. Shall the short-t~rm school 
atten1pt to afford as much education as the school of standard ti1ne '? 
If so, how~ It would semn that the only possible · solution would 
be to increase the number of years in the elementary grades, but 
this provision would be especially hard to make in one and two 
teacher schools-the types where short terms are Usl!.ally found
beca·use the nmnber of different grades already cuts the teacher's 
time to shreds. 

If the number of years is not to be lengthened, and the term is 
to be shorter than the average, something must be eliminated. What ~ 
And when~. Shall gaps be left all along, or shall there be one·long 
deficiency at the end of the elementary school period~ ·Certainly this 
much is true: If and where six-months schools exist the teacher 
~hould not be expected to use an eight or nine months curriculum. 
Adaptations must be made · for her, not left as just one more thing 
for her overfull hands to do. · 

A similar problem, but not identical, is that of the " 100-day pupil." 
By law in some States, whereas the school term is 200 days in length, 
certain children may be absent 5~ per cent of that tilne, being ·com
pelled to attend only the middle ·100 days of the school year. These 
children are associated in classes with regular 200-day pupils. 
Absence gaps must unavoidably be scattered all thro'ugh their school 
life. How is the instruction available during the 100 days of their 
absence to be made up to them~ 

It ~hould be noted that different subjects are not susceptible o£ 
identical treatment. The curriculum in geography or history, for 
example, may conceivably be so organized that all · the minimal 
essentials will be allotted to the 100 days of mid year. But how about 
reading or numbers~ The most obvious sug·gestion here is the 
use of individual instructional n1aterials and methods. If these are 
required by the ex~gencies o£ the situation, necessary suggestions 
and directions for their organization and tise should be a part of 
the curriculum afforded t4e teacher. 

An outstanding organization problem is that of the one-teacher 
school. There is a very general tendency to-day to divide this school 
into three or four groups rather than eight. grades. But a group 
organization, to be efficient, requires a curriculum made to · fit, and 
also textbooks selected or arranged on the same basis. Integration 
of subjects, such as geography, history, civics, is another commonly 
advocated means of more effective organization of instruction in 
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one-teacher schools. This, however, is a fundamental thing to be 
woven throughout the whole curriculum, not patched together day 
by day. Individual instruction assuredly ~s a place in the one
teacher school, but there is a need for close coordination of group 
and individual activities if the two together are most economically 
to . utilize the a vail able time. 

··O'rpUses of W0;8te of pupils' time .and sugg·estionB for its prevention.
Attention may be called to the especial importance of avoiding waste 
of time for all underprivileged children, 100-day pupils, those with 
.6"'lmonths school terms, those economically disadvantaged, and those 
whose background is deficient because of lacks in the home or en
vironment. Four outstanding causes of time wasting are the inclu
sion of curriculum material on a basis of tradition only, bad habits of 
study, neglect of primary grades, and the typical eighth-grade 
examination. 

Curriculum content must be scrutinized and all materials for which 
genuine needs can not be made to arise in the child's life must be 
rejected. Guidance as to socially valuable . material is afforded by 
many research studies, such as those of Horn, Jones, Ashbaugh, 
Ayres, and others in spelling; Rugg's study of map locations; Wil
so:p.'s study of arithmetic of social value. Much curriculum material 
is, jncluded . on a basis of hope. Such, for example, are • English 
gr~;tmmar.in upper grades and Latin in high school as required sub
jects • . Hoped-for outcomes should be checked up on. If the hopes 
pl)ove ;vain .and the material futile, it should be eliminated. 

·.Bad _habits of study, the result of poor. seatwork, waste many 
valuable hours: Children read too slowly because they are finger 
pointers or lip .readers, or they have never had any motive for rapid 
r~ading; they compute with all kinds of counting devices because 
they have had too much time for ari~hmetic study and no premium 
placed on efficient ways of reaching the result, provided only it is 
reached i:p. the end. The 6-months or the 100-day child can not afford 
to waste precious school moments through defective study methods, 
~or can the child from the poor home, who will probably have his 
ev~ry moment outside of school claimed for labor at farm work or 
home . chores . 

. An especially serious source of waste is neglect of the primary 
gl;~q,es, particularly the first grade. . Retardation in rural first grades 
is appalling. In many country communities teachers accept ~t as 
a :p1atter of course that children will spend two years in the first 
graqe~ . Besides this absolute loss of a whole year of time to the 
r~pe~ters, many children who make the grade are handicapped for
Elver thereafter by deficient control of the tool subjects, rooted in 
the ,poorly adjusted curriculum or the inadequate instruction of their 
first year's work. 
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The eighth-grade examination was instituted for the purpose of 
enforcing standard elementary education· in inadequately taught 
u.nd. supervised schools. The typical eighth-grade examination does 
no such thing, but rather turns the time of teacher and children 
away from true education to focus it upon memorizing more or less 
isolated facts. Until we have much more reliable information than 
at present of what curric~lum is of most worth for rural children 
any formal imposed requirement like this is a ball and chain to 
progress. Standard tests can far better serve the ·purposes sought 
by eighth-grade examinations, with much less danger of tin1e-. 
wasting cramming. 

Progressive adaptation as a co(>peratime ente'rprise.~ The fore
going is an atten1pt to sketch the problen1s involved in curriculum 
adaptation for rural schools. The task would be enough to appall 
the most stout hearted if it all had to be done at once or by one 
person. But improvement may be made gradually, working steadily 
toward desirable ideals, and it may be the cooperative enterprise of 
many. A few suggestions for progressive adaptation are here 
outlined: · · 

1. Cooperative activity of teachers and supervisors over a small 
or large area, to include: (a) Search for educational ·resources af
forded by the activities and experiences potential or already existing 
in rural communities. (b) Collection of lists of problems or projects 
found to be vital to rural children, which afford valuable approaches 
to needed subject-matter or experiences. (c) Exchange between 
schools of successful curriculum units based on the foregoing. (d) 
Cooperative development or selection of individual practice materials 
related to group activities or to large problems or projects. 

2. Assistance from research: Examples of this have already been 
given. Doctor Collings, in the course of his experiment with a 
project curriculum, rendered absolutely essential service to the teacher 
of his experimental school by compiling and organizing in a form 
ready to use as needed, the information required in carrying out 
various purposes as they arose in the pupils' lives. The Bureau of 
Curriculum Research of Teachers College is engaged in the com
pilation of all that has been done a.nd written in the field of the 
elementary curriculum, and this enormous mass of sifted and di
gested material. should be of incalculable value to future curriculum 
1nakers. 

3. State courses of study : The State must undertake responsi
bility for the rural school curriculum, providing for all its existing 
types of schools curricula at least as well adapted to their needs as 
our present urban curricula are to typical city schools. 

4. State curriculum advisory bureau: It is highly desirable that 
in each State department there should be a bureau, with a specially 
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qualified head, to ··advise "on call:" concerning all ; school situations 
in the State that may be undertaking -curriculum reconstruction, ·and 
to. coordinate the effor.ts and products · of ·an, for the good of a:ll. 

The rural curriculum is ·not an impossible- accomplishment. 'It 
can be made, it must be made, but its making calls for scientific 
study and constructive organizing ability of high order, and for time 
expenditure in proportion :to the importance of the task. 

Differentiation in Curricula to M eel the Life and Needs of 
Rural· Children 

HELEN HAY HEYL 

G1·aduate Student, Teachm·s Gol.lege, Columbia Uni·versity 

It is the purpose of this paper to attempt to formulate a partial 
answer to the question, "In what ways and to what degree should 
elementary.;.school curricula vary significantly as between rural and 
urban . regions~ " 

Objectives of rwr:al anu1. urbam ele'lnen.tOYl'?J education are the san~e."-
.Dr .. David Snedden, of Teachers College, po-ints out that; "In 
'general there · are no good soCiological reasons ~or differentiatin-g 
school curricula by regions. The slogan, 'Adapt ·education to ·' the 
-local community,' may be significant so far as promoting concrete 
·:and Tealistic methods of teaching is concerned·; but it is largely 
buncombe so far ·as objectives are concerned. * * * The pur
poses of teaching spelling, the carpenter's trade, long division, the 
history of the American ·Revolution, the -hygiene of tuberculosis, 
current events, safety on highways, and the ·like, are about the same 
~verywhere." -· With this point of view we can heartily agree. Cer
ta~nly there is not yet any definite indication . that general educa
t}onal objectives for country boys and girls should differ from those 
for city children. -

V(]Q'ia;tiO'nS in approach, emphasis, and content necess(fff'y.__:_Granted 
that general objectives remain the same, it should be kept in mind 
;that the : ·rural environment itself demarids a · different method :of 
·approa·ch, a 'differ~nt emphasis on · certain 'phases of subject matter, 
and irt many cases a different selection of subject matter, in order 
to reach these cominbn objectives for rural chil_dren which we at 
'Present agree should be the same for all within the limit of the 
individual's ability and capacity. 

:.Approaoh.-The need of different methods of approach in the 
presentation of . arithmetic is apparent from a consideration of the 
arithmetical background of rural and urban children entering school 
'for the first time. A rural supervisor who was coaching a group 
of city children remarked: " The only arithmetical experience these 
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pupils, .seem to have had is in making change." This experience 
apparently forms the chief arithmetical background of . many city 
children. It is an experience, however, which rural: children are not 
likely to have had to any extent. The rural boy or girl will have 
developed number concepts from counting baby .chicks, turkeys, and 
ducks; from helping mother gather the eggs and colinting the 
number found; from filling a quart pail with berries; from· seeing 
the bucketful of 1nilk father carries in from the barn and hearing 
him say, "Old Bess gave a gallon and a half to-day." The city 
teacher should begin with change and work outward toward the 
country child's quart of berries, while the country teacher should 
do just the opposite. The latter's task is the more difficult, because 
there is so little available teaching material designed to help her 
approach the rural child from his end of the line. 

Emp·hasis.-The emphasis should in many cases be placed on dif
ferent units of the subject matter taught. urban and rural children. 
This may be seen in two illustrations from the teaching of hygiene: 
( 1) In instl·uction having at its end disease prevention, Doctor 
Snedden says: "It is obvious that the hygiene of malaria and hook
worm prevention needs more emphasis in rural areas of· Alabama· and 
certain other sections ~f the South and need be touched lightly. if 
at all in Montana. * * * The hygiene of sunshine may need far 
less emphasis on behalf of rural than . on behalf of crowded urban 
residents." (2) Both urban and rural teachers should give instruc
tion in nutrition which may. well center around the school lunch 
with both groups of children. But in the city the teacher is either 
aided or hindered by the school cafeteria and must help. pupils to 
choose wisely from the menu offered the food for their noonday 
meals. In the small country school the emphasis. is necessarily 
placed on the preparation by teacher and pupils of one or more hot 
dishes at school to supplement lunches brought from homes. in 
doing this the teacher is obliged to use chiefly products of the farm 
rather than of the sto~e, and at the same time to provide an oppor
tunity for all children to eat a well-balanced, nutritious .noonday meal 
in the schoolroom. To accomplish these ends without consuming too 
much time in connection with the process demands a far different 
emphasis than that demanded of the city teacher. 

In the courses in civics rural teachers should give consid~rable 
emphasis to the topic of cooperation. This. is not necessary in cities 
where legislation does for the residents what country people must 
learn to do for themselv·es. Seven or eight hundred persons m~y live 
together in a city apartment house, and for the most part all co
operate, but it is a cooperation which authorities have worked out 
for them and to. which they mereiy conform. Cooperation ip. the 
country is quite another matter. Here it must be voluntary coopera-
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tion for mutual helpfulness in a common purpose. Orig:lnally this 
is th~ way cooperation grew and became fixed in the city. To-day, 
however, the daily life of the city people makes them cooperate even 
in spite of themselves; whereas, in the country, people still need not 
cooperate to the same degree in order to live, and will not cooperate 
to the .extent to which they should for their own advantage unless 
positively taught to do so in the school and community. 

Oontent.-Hygiene courses serve t() show the need of differentia
tion in· content~ The objective is. the same for city and rural chil
dren-healthful,· normal living-but the actual co1;1tent of the rural 
curriculum must include instruction in a different type of sanita.ry 
practice· from that needed . in the town with its sewerage system, 
water plant,- and inspeeted milk. It inust include the care of cold 
and wet feet-, .a problem which. figures but little in the city school 
to-day=,: but ·which still figures large in the country, where many 
children· go "to school poorly protected from the weather, walking 
the:wh<)le distance to school, or trudging through the snow ·to catch 
a ·school bus, ·and then riding ·several miles through the biting air . 
.An ~cident illustrating this point is that of a group of sixth and 
seveJ;J.th grade pupils in a country school who were asked to nam:e 
their favorite teacher and give three reasons for liking .her. Out .of 
75 replies 70 gave as one reason:" Because she would let us warm." 

Instruction in·'.' safety first" is rightly attracting· much ·attention 
in •elementary ~ducation. Courses so far compiled deal largely with 
su~h:topi~.as municipal traffic laws, the danger of automobiles, obedi
ence- .to traffic cops, and the hazards of jaywalking. Rural children 
undoubtedly need such information for protection on their occasional 
visits to town, but they need much more a totally different course 
of study for daily living. This should ·include such topics as picking 
up nails and tacks, protection from farm animals and farm machin
ery, fire hazards accompanying the use of kerosene oil or acetylene 
gas, and the like. In view of the fact that careful estimates indicate 
th;~t= there are approximately 4,000 agricultural fatalities and more 
t~an.SO,OOO major _and nrinor accidents among .farm people eaeh.year 
th4~ ~ould. pe la:r;gely prevented . by. the practice of " safety· first," 
th:ere Js .~~ need of .a content meeting the rural chi~d's needs in 
tlll.s · li,el~. 
~e sel~ct,ion .of suitable topics from the traditional courses ofiered 

tur,aH. children in. agriculture demands .further study. Remembering 
th~t. i;he sc~ool i$ relieved of .the obligation of supplying children 
with . ~~cational experi~ces ~milar to those which th~y meet in 
i;Jl~~~ home ~~ronment, the question arises as to whether or not 
agriculture should be taught in the rural elementary school. . If so, 
'!;hat .type . of .. agricultural teaching js . needed by a rural elementary 
child. w.~o .. is daily living the life ' of the agricultural group' .. In the 
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opinion of the writer the agriculture taught should be cultural agri
culture, and this type of work might well be offered a.lso to city 
children. Doctor Brim has well said : "V\T e do not wish to ruralize 
the rural school, we must psychologize it; we do not wish to voca
tionalize the rural school, we must socialize it." If this be so, then 
cultural agriculture should be the kind of subject matter offered in 
this field in rural schools and not practical agriculture. It will be 
the type of agriculture whose aims include, among others, developing 
in every child a love and appreciation of his environment and a life
long interest in beauty of landscape and in the indomitable spirit gen
erally characteristic of country people. 
· Bum7nary.-Rural teachers should have abundant materials for 

their· use in differentiating the curricula taught by them. Those 
lnaterials,. written from the rural point o:f view, should have for 
their purpose the complete socialization of the rural school if ri1ral 
children are to be effectively taught and their life needs met. The 
rural child needs ·to get the city point of view, and the urban: 'child 
the rural point of view. The city child· starts his study of milk with 
the . bottle on his doorstep ; in the country the child must start with 
the cow; but each study must reach the other before the act of teach
ing is complete. Instructional materials should help pupils acquire a 
knowledge and understanding of city and ·of rural points of view. 
· To date, textbooks and cours.es of · study are largely urbanized. 

A few . notable exceptions are beginning to appear. Considerable 
curriculum adaptation is necessary be!or~ rural teachers will :receive 
adeqlla.te help in achtptilig their instruCtion to the point of vimv of 
rural children. 

Adjustment of the CurricalurrJ.: lo the Hundred-Day Pupil 

HAZ!CL L , :F~SHER 

In Dorchester County, on the eastern shore of Maryland, fathers, 
Inothers, and children·work at b•uck far.Ining and in canneries. Chi~
dren do mu~h of this work, as the nien are engaged in oyster fishing 
and the ·women in ;shirt factories · during several months of · the . year. 

In consequence of this industrial situation, 12:lh per cent of the 
3,268 white • elementary pupils in the . county did not attend school 
100 days out. of the·183-day school year during 1925:_26~ Many others 
attended only 100 days, as the compulso1;y sehoollaw permits legal(y 
employed children from 13 to 16 to limit their. school attendance to 
100 days" as neai'ly consecutive ·as .possible, beginning not later than 
November 1~" 

The largest number of these pupils, who enter some time in No
vember and leave in 'April, are fou:na·'i:ti the sixth and seventh grades; 
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although some have not completed the fourth grade. This brief 
period of attendance, as a comparison of the pupils' ages and grades 
shows, has led to bad over-age conditions, as might be expected, and 
has increa~ed the difficulty of the curricular problem for teachers. 

The . following account of an effort to check the over-age problem 
(1) by helpiD.g teachers cover a definite amount of the course of 
study with the ·100-day pupils, and directing them to pro:r;note .these 
pupils upon their reaching the ·desired goals; and (2) by helping 
pupils .use their brief school year to good purpose and thus to enjoy 
it, may .be suggestive to supervisors elsewhere confronted with similar 
problema. 

.Remedies.-The remedies U!'ed for the situation described were 
grouping, division of subject matter into units, supervised and di
rec.~d study, and flexible gradation of pupils. 

(1) :GTouping.-:-Throughout the county grouping has been found 
help·ful in all schools. With the exception of three buildings, each 
roqm. in: .the gra .. <led schools· ·Contains two grades ; one· and two teacher 
sqhools contain several grades to . a room. The grouping progr~m 
in all except the three largest schools combines fourth and fifth grades 
in ·hi~ary, spelling, and reading; sixth and seventh grades in history, 
geog~aphy, E;nglish, reading, and spelling. 

{2) J!ivision of subject matter, into units.-The supervisor assumed 
Jnueh!of i;he work of rearranging the topics of the subject matter to 
be oov.ered, omitting some topics, and in a few instances making addi
tio~s . to . the conte:r;:tt of the adopted texts. . The year's work was 
~iyjded-·intQ four units, each requiring an ~qual period of time for its 
completion, . with the understanding that the 100-day pupil should 
be held i·esponsible ~or units 2 and 3; ·Geography in the fourth year 
i~ .wvided as . follows·: Unit· 1, food, .shelter, and clothing;. unit 2, 
~and, . water, and air forrq.s, with emphasis on their effect upon food, 
shel1;er ,: and clothing; ui~it 3, agriculture, commerce, and government, 
with empl1asis on their development in consequence of man's quest 
fpr ·~ood,-shelter, and clothing; 't¥lit *' in~roduction to general geo
gr~phical facts, as· !fi.~ze, shape, and rotation of the earth, location of 
oceans·, an4 :the.like. 

T,he 100-day ·pupil, in his stu,dy of. units 2 and 3, learns some· of the 
es~tials taught under u,nit 1 during his absence. His· knowledge 
of. thiS unit . necessarily remai~. "incompl~te. 

· Fifth~gr.'ad.e. geography.-In. outlining the four units for the fifth 
g_J;~~e tpe. conti,nents. are studied in the following order,. with em
phasis each tune upon the facts taught in unit 4 of the .fourth grade: 
Europe; North-· Awerica and .. its countries; South America; . Asia; 
A:(rica, and Australia. · 

SiXth and Seventh. grade . geogr~p.hy.~The sixth . and seventh 
grades are combined in geography, and the work alternated by years. 
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During 1926-27 these grades covered, in unit 1, physical geography 
facts, as wind and ocean currents, latitude and longitude, combined 
with special study of South America. In unit 2, Europe, stressing 
the physical geography facts learned in unit 1, ·and Africa and Aus
tralia studied in their relations to Europe, especially the · British 
Isles. In unit 3, Asia and the ·United States, in comparison with 
continents studied. In unit 4, Africa, Australia, and the islands of 
the sea. 
· In 1927-28 the work of the sixth and seventh grades group will be 
divided as follows: Unit 1, plant and animal life of North America; 
unit 2, United States; unit 3, Maryland geography, and countries 
north of the United States; unit 4, countries ·south · of the United 
States, and South America. 

The stress for the 100-day pupil is laid on the Unit.ed States. It is 
studied in both the sixth and seventh years' work, and emphasis is 
given to the commercialrelations existing between the United States 
and other countries, in order to give pupils an appreciation of the 
interdependence of nations and to review the industries and resources 
of other countries~ · 

It will be noticed that the 100-day pupil in Dorchester County, 
although attending school during only the second and third quarters 
of each year, has an opportunity to cover all the geography work 
offered in grades 4 to 7, as the geography course is so planned as 
to offer in units ·2 and 3 in any one year a review of the work done 
in units 1 and 4 during the prec~ing year. It is true, of course, 
that the subject matter covered d'uring the terms in which ~he 100-
day pupil is absent is not likely to be as fully comprehended by :him 
as it is by the other pupils. This we shoul~ expect. . We desire these 
pupils and their parents ·to understand definitely that we · arrange 
to have them finish certain units of work, but we do not attempt to 
give them more · than one-half the · amount of education received by 
children who attend twice as many days .each year. 

The tea;ahing of h.is'&O'f'Y.~The s-q.bject m~tter of history is divided 
similarly to th.at of geography. The fourth and fifth ·g-rades: form 
one group, the sixth and seventh a second group. Work alter
nates by years. Dul-ing 1926-27 the following o'utliiie is in· ·use : 
The work in the :fourth and fifth grades is treated biographi~ally: 
Unit 1, discoverers and explor~rs preceding the nineteenth centllry. 
Unit 2, colonizers. Unit 3, Revolutioriary heroes and early 'leaders 
of the United States. Unit 4, the story of Maryland and of Dor~ 
ches~er County. During 1927-28 the work to be covered mcludes: 
Unit 1, discoverers and explorers of the Central and Western States; 
inventors of the early United States. Unit 2, Civil War and r·econ
struction leaders. Unit 3, biter inventors and heroes of peace .. Unit 
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4,_ a continuation of · the study of inventors and others who have 
furthered national progress. 

H-iatO'r'JI in the siwth anul sev-en,'O.n gt"atles group.-During 1926-27 
this . group -was studying European background; English history . to 
-the· .colonization of America; early United States history;· and , the 
Revolutionary • period. During 1927-28 the work to be covered is 
as.:follows: (1) Formation ofthe United States, rise of West and 

·;of: political parties; ( 2) the· slavery . question and reconstruction 
·period:; (3): influence of transportation and communication upon 
development of the Nation, territorial expansion, important 
.national issues; (4) Maryland history and civics. 

P~innotions in lulstory · and geog'r(J)pluy.-We aim to promote the 
100.-day pupil each year in history and geography. Our goals. in 
these subjects are not so complete as . are the goals in English and 
arithmetilc. ·. Thus we . can promote the short-terni. pupil on . the 
basis of stan~ards set up for him. Where . his reading ability is 
below standard, · the texts are supplemented by easier reading ma
~~al, usually the . text of the next lower grade. 

E"!!lglitihJ. and dfr'ith'lllletio cowrses offered 100-daty pupils.-As we 
have state-wide· goals in arithmetic and English which include 
only the esseritials:in these . subjects,. promotion in. them. necessitates 
reachihg the same standards of attainment met by pupils attending 
full time. Thus, while a pupil may ·be enrolled in grade 6. in 
geography, history, and other subjects, he may 'be working with 
grade · 5 in arithmetic and grade 4. in English, as a result of 
tests given him in arithmetic and English. Spelling is taken care 
of as one of the goals in English. Individual, and -where possible, 
group drill is given on words commonly misspelled in wtitten work. 

(3) Supervised sfludy.-In attempting to give 100-day pupils as 
much ·as possible in the short period during which they, ~ttend 
-school, .. the te~eher's most important function is to improye the 
quality . and· e:ffectiveness of study periods through supervision and 
dirootion. -The use of the group schedule allows more ;time · fOr 
this -work... Supervised study · is of two types: _ The recitatio:g. 
period type and the individual or special help group-type. : In the 
first typ~ the teacher develops new work with the class. Individ
ual needs and abilities .·are recognized by making minimum, average, 
and maximum assignments. The _minimum assignment takes care 
of the 100-day pupil, although if he lias the ability he may work 
on the average, or even the mJ.tximum, assignment. 

Fo:ti the· second type of supervised study a regular sp~cial-help 
period is :provided on the daily schedule. The whole period may be 
·given to removing . special difficulties met by pupils in connection 
with: the Study of any subject. The same dif{iculties may be common 
tO -several pupils; .on the other hand, each. pupil may have his own 
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special · difficulties. If difficulties are common to more than one, a 
&pecial-group teaching period results. Reading difficulties enter so 
largely into those . met in school subjects generally that a portion of 
each group supervised-study period is generally devoted to helping 
pupils acquire skill in reading comprehension. The teacher may re
quire a pupil, after reading silently one or several paragraphs; to tell 
the rest of the class what he has read; or she may ask a definite ques-

. tion which demands that pupils read until they know -the answer; · or 
s}~e may prepare a skeleton outline and ask pupils to fill it in after 
reading a certain assignment. 

In addition to meeting group difficulties,. the teacher finds it neces
sary to help individual pupils with specific difficulties, due often to 
absence at the time a certain unit of work was taught. Sometimes, 
especially in English and arithmetic, 100-day pupils are given indi
vidual assignment sheets for practice useful in acquisition of skill 
or for aid in making up lost work. 

( 4) Flewible gradation of pupils.-Hundred-day pupils ·. are 
graded only on the units of work they have .completed. This type 
of gradation offers another opportunity to keep before parents, as 
well as pupils themselves, the fact that they have done only a portion 
of the work accomplished by pupils who attend 'full time. 

SwmtnW!l'y a;n.d resultB.-The determination not to neglect the 100-
day pupil or . allow him to pass his time in school as he pleases· led 
to the use of the program herein described in which, by means of 
grouping, .division of subject matter into units, supervised. study, and 
flexible gradation, special attention is paid to the . needs of these 
pupils. Three gratifying · results have followed: (1) The 100-day 
pupils entered school more promptly November 1, 1926, than at any 
time in the past ; ( 2) they are manifesting more interest in and will
ingness to do their classroom work; (3) a few parent,s have ex
pressed pleasure in that their children, have. done definite amounts 
of work and have received cred_it. These parents,- moreover,. stated. 
that, if possible, they intended either keeping the .children in school 
f()r at least one extra unit this spring, or permitting them to start 
earlier next fall. 

Adjustment of the Curriculum lo Atypical Pupils 
MARGARET • HAYES 

Rural Supervisor~ Craven County~ N. 0. 

All children depart more or less from the average, and the amount 
of curriculum adaptation needed for their interest is 'in direct pro
portion to the amount of such departure. In attempting to adjust 
the. curriculum to atyp;cal pupils the first problem is to find. out as 
accurately as possible the amount of departure, . and to place pupils 
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in groups as neady homogeneous as po$Sible for teaching purposes. 
Basically the problem is one of proper classification. 

P8'Jichologica:t principles guide in planning.-Among the psycho
logical principles kept in mind in planning the work in Craven 
County are· the following: · (1) Pupils work better. when grouped 
with other pup~ls on a mental level similar to their own; (2) motiva
tion . is especially necessary with -dull children; (3) every pupil is 
. en. titled to some degree of success; · ( 4) the cpild, as a growing organ
ism, needs development in . other fields besides the academic; ( 5) 
an inferiority complex is a hindrance to learning. 

Use of intelligence tests.-By use of intelligence tests, intelligence 
quotients of all pupils in the county were obtained. The pupils were 
classified by ·use of the following schedule: Those rating from 90 to 
110 were ranked as average; those rating from 110 to 140, superior; 
those rating above 140, near-genius or genius. At the other end of 
the scale pupils rating from 80 to 90 were classified as dull; those· 
from 70 to 80, border ·line cases; those below 70, definitely feeble
minded. 

Prog'I'O'ITlb planned in accora(JJMe with teat fl!nil,inga.-In planning 
the details of the program each teacher, With the assistance of the 
supervisor, claSsified the pupils in her room into three groups: Aver
age, above average, and below average. The teacher was instructed 
to administer the regular courses of study with the average group; 
to give extra work to the above-average group; and to give extra 
help to the below-average group ranging between 70 and 90. As we 
agree with students · of normal psychology that those with an I. Q. 
below 70 should receive institutional care, no p~ans were made for 
their educational ad\rancement in connection with the regular county 
school system. 

In two schools attendance permitted the employment of an extra 
teacher. In each of these schools a teacher was placed in charge 
of the pupils from the third to seventh grade with I. Q.'s between 
70 and· 90. She taught these pupils from 10.30 a. m. to the close 
of school, concentrating on fundamentals in reading and arithmetic, 
but striving always to find each pupil's particula.r needs. ~pils 
were given constant individual attention. 

Ourricti!JuAn adjua"ttment 8'UCCesaf'Ul from the atart.-The success of 
the work has been in part due to the i~itial creation of a right atti
tude on the part of parents, · to whom the establishment of a special 
roonl was presented in the light of an opportunity for ch~ldren at
tending. Pupils assigned to this special room gave so good a report 
of the work that in many instances other pupils asked to be allowed 
to go to the room for special help. Regular grade teachers from 
whose rooms the slow pupils were eliminated were able to do more 
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for the pupils left under their care, and were held to a higher 
standard of achievement" with them. 

Plam fO'P the futwre . ......:... We feel that we have made only a begin
ning. Although trained, conscientious teachers were selected for _the 
two special rooms, they were without special preparation in abnormal 
psychology. Two teachers at the present time are taking special 
courses along this line in order to be available in carrying out plans 
to extend the work in the other schools. As the scope of the . work . · 
is thus enlarged we hope to be able to collect data relating to the 
type of curriculum best suited to below:..average pupils, for purposes 
of comparisons. 

Sumnnary.-,Adequate · curriculum adjustment · includes making 
speCial provision for atypical pupils. By using intelligence tests, and · 
by planning subsequent grouping and curriculum in accordance with 
test findings, much may be accomplished. A differentiated curricu
lum well adapted to the needs of atypical pupils in rural schools 
must a wait results of studies carried on by ·well-prepared teachers 
thoroughly familiar with the psychology of abnormal children . 

. Adjustment of the Curriculum to the Short-Term Rural School 

By MATILDA o. ,MICHAELS 

Rural SupcrviBor, Durham County, N. C. 

In 1920, at the time of the employment of the first supervisor in 
Durham County, 68 per cent of the rural schools had a term 
of six and seven months; the remaining 32 per cent had eight-month 
terms. The majority were two-teacher schools, attempting · both 
elementary and high-school work. The largest -rural school was a 
four-teacher elementary school. 

Among problems arising from these conditions, the following re
lated to curriculum adjustment: What measures should be employed 
( 1) to enable the short-term schools to compare better in quantity of 
work with the long-term schools~ (2) To reduce the number of daily 
recitations in order to accomplish more effective work~ 

Efforrts to counteract injwriows effects of short-te'rln s(Jhools on 
qu(]flbtity of work.-Realizing that they could not in justice be ex
pected to accomplish as much in six months as their fellow teachers 
in eight-month schools accomplished, teachers in short-term schools 
had long been in the habit of relaxing effort, and of using the short 
school year as an excuse for failure to reach standards consistent with 
the length of the school term. 

The supervisor determined to enlist the cooperation of- teachers in 
such schools in putting fo.rth special efforts to adjust the curriculum 
to the limited school period, and to realize more fully on the possi
. bilities of the short school year. .A Qircular letter containing an out-
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line of the portion of the course of study which schools might be 
expected to cover each quarter of the short school year was sent to 
teachers, with the request that at the end of the first month they send 
the supervisor a progress report, giving names of textbooks used, 
amount of work . accomplished by the ·various classes, and a brief 
statement of methods used. At mid-term and at the close of the term 
the supervisbr checked the amount of progress with each teacher, and 
gave promotion cards to pupils stating whether half, three-fourths or 
some other fractional part of an eight-month school year curriculum 
assignment had been finished by them. 

This stimulated· teachers to do their best, and enabled teachers and 
parents to compare the amount of work done in short-term schools 
with that accomplished in long-term schools, thus creating an interest 
in the advantages of a longer school.year. 

Efforts to offset the effefJt of shorf)-term schools on quality of 
work.-In order that the quantitative side might not be overempha
sized, the supervisor began, through reclassification, to attack the 
qualitative side: (1) In making class rolls for teachers before the 
beginning of .the school year, possible combinations of classes were 
suggested as an aid along this line; (2) on the occasion of super
visory visits, the supervisor taught as many recitations as possible 
for the purpose of learning £rom personal observation what classes 
could be advantageously combined; (3) a testing program in reading 
and arithmetic was launched. Test results, combined with ·teachers' 
estimates, were used as a basis for further combinations and promo
tions. Regrouping having been found feasible, teachers entered more 
and more into the spirit of this phase of the supervisory program 
and gave valuable ·suggestions in the solution of the regrouping 
problem. By the end of the third year the schools of the county 
were working well under the reclassification thus effected. 

Typical instUJMes of reqrouping.-(l) Prinwry qrade.~In a pri
mary room of a two-teacher school containing 30 pupils, the super
visor found (OJ) a third grade made up in part of pupils repeating 
work; (b) a second grade similarly constituted; (a) a first grade 
containing only repeaters, and (d) a beginners' class. All pupils, in
cluding those in the third grade, were poor readers; so graded 
reading books were discarded, and all pupils were at first given 
books of primer difficulty to read. The room was finally organized · 
into three reading groups, two groups in spelling, two groups in 
English (at times only . one), one in writing, one in music, and one 
free period in · industrial arts. The pupils were slipped ·forward or 
backward in the various groups as their individual needs required. 

An interesting Indian project was worked out in this room, near 
the close of the school term. One group read the Hiawatha primer, 
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a second group found all the Indian stories contained in easy read
ers and told then1 to pupils in the lowest group, and the best readers 
read stories from "Around the Light-vVood Fire." While pupils :of 
the lowest group worked with the teacher on the . basal reading book, 
other groups were busy with occupational work connected with the 
project. The girls in one corner of the room worked on costumes 
for an Indian play. One group of boys constructed wigwams; an
other, an Indian movie. The language work centered around the 
movie, the dramatization of Hiawatha, and the reproduction of 
stories read by the various groups. Opportunity for teaching arith
metic to the lowest group was found in counting feathers, beads, 
und the like; and in connection with many measurement problems 
:for the higher groups. 

As a result of work of this type social, self-reliant groups of 
pupils were developed. At the end of the year the members of each 
group were promoted to the work of the next higher group. 

(2) Grammar gTade.-In a gramn1ar grade in a two-teacher school 
where pupils were poorly grouped and the teacher complained that 
they could not read basal texts, the supervisor concentrated her 
efforts largely on improving the teaching of reading. She directed 
the teacher to test pupils with the Thorndike-McCall reading test; to 
divide them into three groups according to their reading ability; to 
discard all reading books in use; and to use easy supplementary read
ers, obtainable from the county superintendent's office. 

The tests showed that each group was composed of pupils varying 
widely in reading ability. They were organized into three homo
geneous groups, and the same easy book was at first used by all three 
groups so that pupils could be slipped back and forth among groups 
as the teacher found advisable. By the end of the first week this 
book was taken away from the lowest group and an easier one sub
stituted. ·Throughout the year this group read very simple books, 
while the other groups used slightly more difficult reading material 
of a continuous-story type, including geography and history readers 
to supplement the textbooks in these subjects. 

Among remedial suggestions which the supervisor gave the teacher 
were the following: (1) Help pupils to add new words to their 
vocabulary through use of the context as well as through use ·of the 
dictionary. See that each class learns at least three new words a 
day. (2) Teach syllabication to give pupils power to attack new 
words. Study prefixes, suffixes, and stems of words. Have a period 
separate from reading recitation for this word study, ~nd one in 
the fourth grade for special work in phonics. (3) Use phrase flash
ing for increasing eye span and for decreasing lip movement. ( 4) 
Have much silent reading done under ti~e limitations. ( 5) Have 
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pupils read to find one important question answered in the paragraph 
or on the page. (6) Use dramatization. 

Among improvements noticed on a visit to the school near the 
end of the school year were: A different attitude among pupils, 
signifying enjoyment of their work; decrease in vocalization; eager
ness to impro\7-e their reading efficiency; more vital class work in all 
branches; and keen interest in pr;eparation of a dramatization which 
was providing excellent training in English for two higher groups, 
a.nd was titilizing 1nembers of the lowest group for minor characters. 
Pupils in this school, when tested at the end of the year, showed 

· remarkable improvement. They have since, through consolidation, 
passed into one of the larger schools of the. county and are keeping 
pa.ce with other pupils in the school. 

SumnLary.-Better adjustment of the curriculum to the short-term 
rural schools has had these among other results : ( 1) Vi ork in these 
schools grew to be of a higher type due to (a) establishing definite 
standards of accomplishment and recording progress made in reach
ing them; (b) combination of classes and provision for alternation of 
work by years; (c) use of standardized tests to discover the level 
attained at the end of successive periods of time; (d) planning of 
remedial measures to raise ·such levels. 

(2) Increased efficiency of the short-term schools stimulated the 
longer-:-term small schools to greater efforts. As a consequence the 
consolidated schools, which are taking the place of the small schools, 
find that pupils entering them frmn the latter are well prepared to 
do the work expected of them. 

(3) Increased interest in the need of a longer school ye.ar, which 
arose from a growing realization on the part of patrons that pupils 
under the most favorable circumstances could do only a. portion of a 
year's work in a short-termschool, has culminated in the elimination 
of all six~nionth schools in Durham County. The voters have pro
vided, through a special tax)evy, for an eight-month school in each 
case in which consolidation has not solved the problem. At the 
present time all children of the county are in eight-month schools . . 



IV. Equitable Distribution of the Supervisor's Time 

Questionnaire Study of Allotment of Time of Stale and County 
Supervisors in Southeastern States 

ANNIE REYNoLDs 

Asristaf!Jt SpecfaUst in Jl.wral JJ1dluoa.twtn 

This study of time distribution is based on reports received in re
sponse to questionnaires from the United States Bureau of Educa
tion, sent out for the purpose of carrying out recommendations of the 
committee appointed in accordance with resolutions adopted at the 
Nashville supervisory conference. 

The supervisors cooperating were requested to account for the 
way in which they distributed the time devoted to professional 
duties among activities named. They were asked to keep a detailed 
record of their time, counting six days to the week and four weeks 
to the month, and to fill in the questionnaire forms sent them, one 
for each of the following eight months: April, May, June, July, 
August, September, October, and November. 

One hundred reports were received from county supervisors in 
seven States-Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, North Carolina, Ten
nessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Nine of these reports were not 
used because of incomplete information. ' Tp.e 18 which were filled 
out for the summer months are tabulated separately . 

. Table 1, based on the remaining 73 reports, summarizes the per
centages of time devoted to each of several dutie8 by supervisors 
reporting. 

TABLE 1.-Percentage of time devoted, to different d,uties 

Percentage distribution of time 
Supervisory activity 

Highest Lowest Median 

--------'----~---------1---------

56 

75 
66 
28 
25 
85 
50 

3}i 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

45 
10 
5 
5 

25 
10 
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Sufmriaries given in Table 2 are·based on 18 reports for the summer 

.months, .June, July, and .August. 

· ~ 2.-P8t"'6fft~ &t lime .de:vmea to a1;ff61"6M autiea in BUnllfMr' montlwt 

Percentage distribution of time 
Supervisory activity 

40 
20 
60 
8 

100 
100 

0 
0 
0 
0 

14 
II 

20 g_u 
11 

0 
50 
77 

.A Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals considerable variation in. 
~~~iition of "tlie supervisors' time, as between the regular school 
yeii.r and ~he SQID.Iller months. The diminution in the percentage of 
$he· sp·eii~· m commrin.ity work, in school visitation, and i;n traveling 
during · June, July, and August may be readily understood. The 
inc~ease in the relative proportion of time given to office and clerical 
w(;,rk ·during the summer may indicate that careful preparation is 
made during these months for the . work of the next. year ba.E,ed 
Oh a .Careful study of records of accomplishment for. the year just 
ended. If thus spent, time given to office work may prove a sour~ of 
professional stimUlation and provide a basis for judging the past 
year's ~ork. On the other hand, if office work is of the routine type 
w~ch could easily be delegated to those lacking vrofessional training, 
.it has little, if any, value for supervisors . 

.AssisiPing in ·teachers' meetings occupies a greater percentage of 
· time in Table 2 than in Table 1, due doubtless to the survival of the 
custom of holding tea~hers' meetings of several day~' duration during 
the vacation months. This practice no longer has the general 
sanction of administrative and supervisory officers conversant with 
types of in-servioo preparation of teachers yielding highest returns. 
The large percentage of ·time given to "other work" in the summer 
is explainable by the fact that .two · items appearing most often in 
the replies under this caption are " .attendance at summer schools " and 
" study of professional books." Time thus spent by supervisors, 
if in definite preparation for their next year's work, should yield 
large returns. . 

A comparison of the results of the study tabulated in Table 1 
with those of two similar studies reported in United States Bureau 
of Education Bulletin, 1926, No. 12, is of interest. The high· correla
tion between the percentage of time devoted to each of several activi
ties in the present study and the percentage devoted in each case to 
sinillar actirities reported in the bulletiil -would seem to indicate 
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considerable agreement among supervisors as to how time should be 
apportioned. 

Studies of this kind suggest to the relatively few supervisors givinr 
high percentages of time during school months to "office and clerical 
work " and to " other work," the necessity of a more careful limita
tion of their time to supervision of instruction as interpreted from 
the .modern point of view. Such studies doubtless have a standardiz
ing effect, and lead supervisors to attempt to square individual prac
tice with that of the majority of their colleagues. Consensual stand
ar.ds are admittedly a safer 'guide to follow than are individual 
standards. 

In this connection, however, it is well to recall a statement made 
by Dr. S. A. Courtis in a recent magazine article. He refers to thEf 1 

percentages in a c~rtain well-known study of time allotment of 
elementary principals, and suggestS, .that,. w!.tP.out a _basis of -judg
ment, percentages of time given todiffereri.t;,~ctiviti~s denote neither 
good nor bad practice. Doctor Courtis believe~· that a true basis of 
judgment must rest upon objective evidence derived from scientific, 
experimentation, and that while measurement is relatively easy, evalu
ation . is much more difficult. 

If this be true, it is obvious that before one can judge whether ov 
not an increase of the relative amount of time devoted to any one 
supervisory activity will increase the efficiency of supervision, studie. 
will have to be carried on, having for their purpose evaluation ot 
the different kinds of supeTvisory services. 

Difficult and long delayed in accomplishment as it may necessarq 
be, an es~ntial next step in . supervision is to evaluate the differet 
supervisory activitieE; in terms of the contribution each activity ret 
ders to supervisory efficiency. The sooner it is possible for supe 
visory officers to provide for experimental trial of varying amoun 
of time allotted to the different supervisory activities, the soont 
they can hope to modify. customary time allotments with some assu 
ance that they are thus 1naking supervision function to a great. 
degree. 

0 
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